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INTRODUCTION 
We let Z, Q, R, and @ denote the rational integers, rational numbers, real num- 
bers, and complex numbers, respectively. Let gc denote a complex simple Lie 
algebra and fix a Cartan subalgebra ljc C gc . We fix a choice of simple roots 
ffl ,..*, 01~ (1= dim ljc) in lj”, , the dual space of ljc . We let iyrVl denote the negative 
of the corresponding highest root OL,, and we define an 1 x I matrix A, and an 
(2 + 1) x (I + 1) matrix a by 
A,, = a% P 4 
23 
(% Y %) ’ 
i,j= l,..., l+l, 
where (,) is the form on 1,: induced by the Killing form, and of course Aij = klj , 
for 1 < i, j < 1. 
The matrices A and A are examples of Curtan matrices, as defined by Kac 
and Moody (see Section 1 for the definition of a Cartan matrix). We call A a 
classical Cartan matrix, and A the afine Cartan matrix (associated with A). 
For any Cartan matrix B, and for a field k of characteristic zero, Kac and 
Moody defined a certain (possibly infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra g(B) over k 
(see Section 1 for the definition of g(B)). In the Intwduction we will always let 
g(B) denote the Kac--Moody algebra over k == @. If B = A is a classical 
Cartan matrix, corresponding to gc , then g(A) := ga: 
To describe g(a), we introduce the algebra 9 = C[t, t-l] @c gc , where 
C[t, t-l] is the ring of Laurent polynomials in t and t-l (with coefficients in C). 
We regard 9 as a Lie algebra over @. Then 5 is infinite-dimensional and there is a 
surjective Lie algebra homomorphism 
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with a one-dimensional kernel equal to the center of g(A) (this result is due to 
Kac and Moody-see Theorem 2.1 for a more precise statement). The algebra fi 
may be identified with the algebra whose elements are the everywhere defined 
rational maps from C*, the multiplicative group of complex numbers, into gc . 
Restricting each such map to 9 C @* (9 being the complex numbers of modulus 
one) we note that the elements of fi may be regarded as loops in gc (see Garland- 
Raghunathan [3], for a discussion of the group-theoretic analogue of this). 
It is remarkable how extensively the classical theory for gc goes over to g(A). 
For example, Kac observed as part of a general theory for g(B), with B a sym- 
metrizable Cartan matrix (see Section 1 for the definition), that g(A”) possesses a 
family of irreducible representations parameterized by dominant integral highest 
weights X (see Section 10). These representations are analogous to the finite- 
dimensional, irreducible representations of ge . In particular Kac proved a 
Weyl character formula (see [2, 5(b)]) for these representations, and a Weyl 
denominator formula, these formulas being entirely analogous to the classical 
Weyl character formula and denominator formulas for gc . In fact Kac proved 
his formulas for g(B), with B a symmetrizable Cartan matrix. But for L$ the 
denominator formula implies Macdonald’s identities for powers of Dedekind’s 
y-function! 
In this paper we introduce and study a real subalgebra I(A) of g(-J) and an 
integral subalgebra g,(A) of g(A) (see Sections 4 and 6, Definition 6.5). This 
paper is based on the idea that f(a) is the analogue for g(A), of a compact form 
of g(A), and that g,(a) is the analogue for g(A) of a Chevalley form of g(A). 
Indeed we prove in Theorem 12.1 that each of the representations VA admits 
a positive-definite Hermitian inner product (,}, and a Z-form VZA such that 
relative to {,}, the elements of f(A”) act as skew-Hermitian transformations, and 
such that SE(A) preserves I’,>. Moreover, we show that we can choose (,I and 
VzA so that they are coherent in the sense that {m, , m,> E Z for all m, , ma E VZA. 
Our proof rests upon the study of the integral subalgebra %Z(L$ of #(g(&)), 
the universal enveloping algebra of g(A). By definition, @z(A) is the integral 
subalgebra of @(g(A)), g enerated by all elements t,lP/p!, where p > 0 is in 72, 
and where a is a Weyl root (see Definition 2.3) of g(A) and t, is a certain root 
vector in gz(A)), corresponding to the root a (see the remarks at the beginning 
of Section 4, just preceding Definition 4.1). Our main result concerning LilZ(A) 
is Theorem 5.8, which says that @Z(Lq) is the Z-span of each of a certain family 
of bases of @(g(A)). Th eorem 5.8 also gives a precise description of this family 
of bases, and is in fact an analogue of Kostant-Cartier’s integral basis theorem 
for the universal enveloping algebra of gc (see [6, Theorem 2, p. 8; 91). Our main 
problem in proving Theorem 5.8 was to define the elements A,,(H,(r)) E #(g(A)) 
corresponding to imaginary roots (see Definition 2.3, the description of the 
imaginary roots immediately following Proposition 2.4, and see (2.5), and (5.6)). 
These A’s play the same role for imaginary root vectors I&(r) that the E,,“/p! 
(Q = Weyl root) play for the Weyl root vectors E, . In particular, the A,(ll, (I)), 
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for a fixed Hoj(r), form a sequence of divided powers (see the Appendix). 
Nre remark that one cannot use the elements HUj(r)P/p! to define an integral 
basis for %?,(A”). First of all, these elements are not in &r(x), and 
second, these elements do not preserve the C:hevalley lattice g,(a) under 
adjoint action. 
Once one constructs @r(A) and proves Theorem5.8, one can prove the existence 
of lizA (which is @,(A)-invariant) exactly as in [9]. The existence of the f(a)- 
invariant Hermitian structure comes down to finding an algebraic proof (z&rout 
using Elaar measure) that for a compact form f of gc and a finite-dimensional 
gc-module I’, there is a positive-definite, f-invariant Hermitian form on V. 
Once we found such an algebraic proof, we were able to carry it over to r(m) 
acting on t’*‘. The existence of I/, - A is proved in Section 11 (Theorem 11.3) and 
- the existence of the coherent, f(A)  invariant, Hermitian structure on VA is 
proved in Section 12 (Theorem 12.1). The proof of Theorem 5.8 is contained 
in Sections 5-9. In Section 10 we have included a definition of the modules VA, 
and some general remarks about these modules. 
In Section 1 we give some general discussion of Kac-Moody Lie algebras. In 
Section 2 we consider specifically the affine case. In Section 3, we briefly discuss 
the classical theory of compact forms and Chevalley forms. In Section 4, we 
define the Chevalley basis of g(A), and the compact form f(x) of g(m). 
This paper is the first of two parts. We briefly indicate what we will do in 
Part 2: Thanks to Lemma 10.4, we can exponentiate scalar multiples of [, , 
a = 1Vevl root, and define a group of automorphisms of VA generated by such 
exponentials. Moreover this group has a certain “completion,” which we will 
refer to as a complete Chevalley group. Thanks to the existence of VzA this 
will all make sense over an arbitrary ring. For finite fields we will therefore get 
“modular representations”of our complete Chevalley groups. On the other hand, 
e.g., for R and Z, we will get a theory of arithmetic subgroups of real, complete 
Chevalley groups. Then, using Theorem 12.1, one can show that these arithmetic 
subgroups have a fundamental domain defined in terms of Siegel sets! In turn, 
the Siegel sets are defined in terms of an Iwasawa decomposition, whose “K” 
has Lie algebra contained in f(-,1”,. To translate an arbitrary group element 
into the fundamental domain one must first translate by the exponential of --rD, 
any r > 0 (for the definition of D, see Section 2) and then by an element of the 
arithmetic subgroup. 
One intriguing aspect of the algebra g(J) is the presence of an infinite- 
dimensional Heisenberg subalgebra (the subalgebra generated by the imaginary 
root vectors). The intersection of this subalgebra with f(A”) is a (real) Heisenberg 
subalgebra of 1(-x). Hence Theorem 12.1 implies that VA is an infinitesimally 
unitary module for this infinite-dimensional Heisenberg subalgebra of r(a). 
On the other hand, Lemma 8.1 is a computation in an infinite-dimensional 
Heisenberg algebra. In fact ‘rheorem 5.8 should be considered as a weaving 
together of an integral basis theorem for the universal enveloping algebra of ge 
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with an integral basis theorem for the universal enveloping algebra of an infinite- 
dimensional Heisenberg algebra. 
We conclude these introductory remarks with a description of &@(A)), 
and &&(A”)) in Q. Thus &(f(/i)) consists of all, everywhere defined rational 
maps X from Cc* to g(A), such that ,1(S) is contained in a certain compact form 
f of gc . On the other hand &&(a)) = Z[t, t-l] giz gz , where gn is a certain 
Chevalley form of gc , and Z[t, t-l] is the ring of Laurent polynomials in t 
and t-l (with coefficients in Z). These last assertions (including the exact descrip- 
tion of f and gr) are easily obtained from the definitions of f(a) and gm(A). 
1. KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS 
We let [w+ C R denote the nonzero real numbers which are strictly greater 
than zero, and we let Hf (resp. Q+) d enote Z n R+ (resp. Q n R+). For ZEZ+ 
we let B = (%)MI,...,zI denote an 1 x 1 Cartan matrix. That is, Bij E Z for 
all i, j, Bii = 2, for all i, Bij < 0 whenever i # j and Bij = 0 whenever Bji = 0. 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let g1 = g,(B) denote the (possibly 
infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra defined by 3E generatros hi , ei , fi (i = I,..., I) 
with the defining relations [ki , hi] = 0, [ei ,fJ = 6Jz, , [hi, ej] = Biiej , 
[hi , fj] = -Bijfj , for all i, j = 1 ,..., 1, and (ad e,)--Bij+lej = 0 =T (adfi)-Bt+lf 
whenever i # j. Let b = lj(B) denote the Abelian subalgebra (the Cartan 
subalgebra) of g1 , spanned by h, ,..., h, . For each Z-tuple (zr ,..., q) of non- 
negative (resp. nonpositive) integers not all zero, we let gI(nI ,..., nr) denote the 
subspace of gr spanned by the elements 
(rev, 
Ifi, Y Lh, ,.**t Vi,-, ,&I a”ll)~ 
where ej (resp. fj) occurs ] n, 1 times. Also, we define gl(O,..., 0) = lj and 
Sl(% ,***, n,) = 0, for any other I-tuple of integers. Then 
91 = LI %(% Y...Y 4, 
(nl....,nl)EZ” 
and this is a Lie algebra gradation of g1 , where we regard Ez as an Abelian group. 
The elements h, ,..., h, , e, ,..., e r , jr ,..., fr are linearly independent in g1 (see 
[5(a), 7(a)]). We note that, in particular, dim b = 1. The space 
g1(0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0) (rev., a(0 ,..., 0, - 1, 0, . . . . O)), 
where 1 (resp., ---I) is in the ith position, is nonzero, and is spanned by e, 
(resp. by fi). Also, each each space gr(nr ,..., nr) is finite-dimensional. Clearly, 
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there is an involutive Lie algebra automorphism, 17 = v. of gr , uniquely 
determined by the conditions that q(el) =f, , 7(fi) = ei, and q(hi) ::- --hi, 
for all i = l,..., 1. Then 
for each (nr ,..., nl) E Z’. 
The P-graded Lie algebra gr contains a unique graded ideal rr = r,(B), 
maximal among those graded ideals not intersecting the span of hi , ej , and fi 
(1 < i :< I) (see [5(a), 7(a)]). Let g = g(B) be the P-graded Lie algebra 
MW, . The images in g of h, , ei, fi , lj = b(B), and g,(n, ,..., nJ shall be 
denoted by hi , ei , fi , b = b(B), and g(n, ,..., n,), respectively. The involution 
7 = 7A of gr clearly induces an involution of g, which we again denote by 7 = ll,r 
(we will only use the subscript B when there is a danger of confusion). 
By a classical Cartan matrix, we will mean the Cartan matrix arising in the 
usual way from a finite-dimensional split simpZe Lie algebra. From now on we 
will let .4 denote a classical Cartan matrix. Then the ideal r,(A)Cg,(A) is zero and 
g(A) = gr(A) is the split semisimple Lie algebra whose Cartan matrix is A, 
by Serre’s theorem on generators and relations for such a Lie algebra (see [S, 
Chap. VI, p. 191). 
More generally, the Cartan matrix B is called symmetrizable, in case there are 
positive rational numbers q1 ,..., q1 such that diag(q, ,..., qJB is a symmetric 
matrix. Then it is a theorem of Kac that when B is symmetrizable, then r,(B) -=O 
(see [5(b)], the second part of the Corollary). We will work directly with the 
algebra g, and will not use this result of Kac. 
We let Di : g + g(1 < i < 1) be the ith degree derivation of g; that is, Di 
is the derivation of g which acts on g(n, ,..., nr) as scalar multiplication by ni . 
Then D, ,..., D, span an Z-dimensional space b, of commuting derivations of g. 
We let b 5 b, denote a subspace. Since b may be regarded as an Abelian Lie 
algebra of derivations of g, we may form the semidirect product Lie algebra 
Se(B) = g” = b x g with respect to the action of b on g. We set be(B) = 
be = b @ h C g”, and note that IjB is an Abelian subalgebra of 9” which acts as 
an algebra of scalar operators on eachspace g(n,, . . . . nl). We define a, ,..., ar~(lj~)*, 
the dual space of he, by the conditions [h, ei] = a,(Zz)ei , for all h E (be)* and all 
i = I,..., 1. We note that aj(Zzi) = Bij , for all ;, j = I,..., 1. 
We assume from now on that b is chosen so that a, ,..., a, are ZinearZy independent. 
This is always possible since this assumption holds for b = b, . (In this case 
we have a,(Dj) = aij , for all i,j = l,..., 1). But for the Cartan matrices we will 
consider, it will be convenient to take b smaller than b, . 
For a E (be)*, we set 
g” = {x E g 1 [h, x] = a(h)r, h E b’}. 
We note that for a, b E (be)*, we have [g”, gb] C galb. It is clear that ei E 9”’ and 
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fi E g-“i for each i = l,..., 1 and that for each (n, ,..., q) E P, we have 
g(n, )...) q) = gwlf”‘+m, and we have that the decomposition 
9= LI Sh >..., 4 
(n,,...,n,)Ez’ 
coincides with the decomposition 
Define the roots of g (with respect to be) to be the nonzero elements a of (I)“)* 
such that ga # 0. We let d = d(B) d enote the set of roots, we let d, = d+(B) 
(called the set of positive roots) denote the set of roots which are nonnegative 
integral linear combinations of a, ,..., a,, and we let o-(B) -= d- = --d+ 
(called the set of negative roots). Then d = d, u Lil- (disjoint union), go = b, 
and 
9 = r, 0 Jj ga 0 j-J g”, 
OEA, ELI_ 
and for all a E d, we have dim ga = dim g-“. We let R C (be)* denote the linear 
span of d. Thus {a, ,..., ur) is a basis for R. The restriction homomorphism 
defines a map R -+lj*, which is an isomorphism if and only if the Cartan 
matrix B is nonsingular. 
We will generally denote elements of A by lower case Latin letters a, b, c,.... 
The elements a, ,..., a, E A defined above, will be called simple voots. However, 
when B = A is an I x I classical Cartan matrix, we will denote the simple roots 
by 011 ,..., cq and the elements of A(A) by lower case Greek letters 01, /3,.... 
From now on we assume B is a symmetrizable Cartan matrix. We then fix 
positive rational numbers q1 ,..., pr such that diag(q, ,..., qJB is symmetric. We 
define a symmetric bilinear form a(,) on R by the conditions u(ai , uj) = qiBii 
for all i, i = l,..., 1. Since Bii = 2, we have qi = ~(a~, uJ/2 for each i, We set 
hkj = qihi = (~(ai , ai)/2) hi E b, for all i = l,..., 1. For q~ E R with y = z:=r X~CZ~ 
(Xi E k) we define hk = J$, x&, . We now define a symmetric bilinear form 
TV on b by the conditions r (h’ 
To@:, , hi) = u(u, b) 
o (1aL, hk3) = o(ui , uj) for all i, i = I,..., 1. Then 
f 
all i, j = l,..., 
or all a, b E R. Moreover, u(ui , uj) = qiBij = aj(hQ, for 
2, and thus T,(/z: , hi) = ~(a, b) = u(hi) = b(hh) for all a, b E R. 
The form TV extends to a symmetric g-invariant bilinear form r on g such that 
Et1 , 63 = ~(5, , &Jhb , for a E A, E1 E ga, 5a E g-a (see [5(a), 7(a)]). In particular, 
T(ei , fi) = 2/u(ui , a,), for all i = l,..., 1. For a, b E A u {0}, we have T(ga, gb) = 0 
unless b = --a. Moreover, T(,) induces a nonsingular pairing between g” 
and gga (see [5(a), 7(a)]). 
For each i = l,..., 1 we define a linear automorphism yi : (be)* -+ (he)* 
by yi(u) = a - u(hi)ui . In particular we have yi(uj) = uj - Bijui , for i, 
j = I,..., 1. We let W_C Aut(h”)* d enote the group generated by the yi . We 
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note that each ri maps R into itself, and hence the same is true for each w E W. 
We call W the Weyl group of g(B). 
Now it is clearly possible to extend the symmetric form u(,) on R to a sym- 
metric form a(,) on (be)* satisfying the following condition: For all a E R and 
X E (be)*, we have o(h, a) = h(hh). W e fi x such a form u(,) on (be)*. We then have 
PROPOSITION 1. I. The form u(,) on (be) * is W-invariant. 
For the proof see [2, Proposition 2.101. 
2. KA-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS-THE AFFINE CASE 
We begin by considering a classical 1 x I Cartan matrix A. In this case, 
we take b = 0, so b = be and Se(A) = g(A) and we take T(,) on g(A) to be the 
Killing form, so u(,) is just the symmetric bilinear form on b(A)*, the dual space 
of @(A), induced by the Killing form. We make the notational convention that 
in the case of a classical Cartan matrix, we write (,) both for a(,) and r(,). Now 
we have made a choice of simple roots 0~~ ,..., 
. . 
01~ , and this, m turn, determines 
a set of positive roots d, = d+(A). We let 01s denote the highest root with 
respect to this order, and we set 01r+~ = -01~ . We let A” denote the (1 + I) x 
(I + 1) matrix defined by the conditions that $? = 2(a, , ai)/(cq , (YJ, ;,j = I,..., 
E + 1. The matrix A is then a symmetrizable Cartan matrix and we can thus 
form the Kac-Moody Lie algebra g(a) associated with A”. (We call A the affine 
Cartan matrix associated with A.) 
In order to give an explicit description of g(A), and in particular, a description 
of d(A), it is convenient to introduce the “Laurentpolynomia2” algebra 5 associated 
with g(A). Thus we let K[t, t-l] denote the ring of all Laurent polynomials 
c-&” + ... + cs + clt + ... + c,t”, where the ci E K, for all i, and t is an 
indeterminant. We let 5 = Qk denote the tensor product 
fi = h[t, t-l] Ok g(A). 
We define a Lie bracket on $j by the condition 
With this bracket g becomes an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra over the field K. 
Concerning the algebra g(A), corresponding to the classical Cartan matrix A, 
we introduce the following, further modification of notation: We write Ei , Fi , 
and Hi for e, , fi , and hi , respectively, where i = l,..., 1. Also, for each LY E d(A) 
we write H,’ for hi in e(A). For the highest root 01s , we fix nonzero elements 
~73:~ Eg”o and FL, E g-“0 so that [EJ, , FAO] = 2Hi,I(q, , 01s). (Later on, we will 
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further normalize our choice of EL, and Pi, .) The following theorem is due to 
Kac and Moody (see [5(a), 7(b)]). 
THEOREM 2.1. There is a surjective homorphism G: g(A) -+ 8, uniquely 
determined by the conditions: i;(e,) = Ei , &(fJ = Fi , G(hi) = Iii ,,for i = I,..., I, 
and &(e,+,) = t @Fi0 , ~%(f~+~) = t-l @ Ei, , &(hl+l) = 211L,0/(~, , CQ,). More- 
over, the kernel c of 6~ is a one-dimensional subspace of h(A). Indeed, if 01~ = Cizl 
k,ui , (ki E Z, u {0}), and if we set h: = (C:=, k,hh,) + hh,,, E b(A), then hl spans 
c. c is the center of g(a). 
For the proof, see Kac [5(a)] or Moody [7(b)]. We let D: g(A) -+ g(a) denote 
the (I + 1)st degree derivation Dl+l , and we let b _C b, denote the one-dimension1 
subspace of b, spanned by D. We take this as our choice of b, used to define 
ge = ge(a) and I)“, as in Section 1. However, we must check that for this choice 
of b, we have that a, ,..., al+lf(Qe)* are linearly independent. Thus, assume 
a=C:f:x,ai=O,wherexiEkforeachi= l,...,Z+ l.ThenO=a(D)= x2+1, 
and thus, in fact, we have a = xi=, xiai . But then, applying a to h, , j = I,..., I, 
we have 0 = C:=i xiAji , j = l,..., 2. Since the matrix A = (A,i)i,,,l,..., 1 is 
nonsingular, we conclude that x1 = x2 = ... = x1 = xl+r == 0, and thus 
a, ,..., a,,, E (he)* are linearly independent. 
We define a Lie algebra derivation D, : 5 -+ 6 by the condition D,,(tn @ g) = 
ntn @g, for n E Z!, g E g(A). W e will call D, the degree derivation, and we note 
that 
Indeed, it suffices to check that both sides agree, when applied to the set of Lie 
algebra generators ei and fi, i = I,..., 1 + 1, of g(d). But for i = I,..., I, both 
sides of (2.2) give zero (when applied to either ei or fi). On the other hand 
Do 0 +L+l) = t OFi, , 
D,, 0 G(fL+l) = --t-l @ E&, , 
b 0 D(e,+,) = t @F& , 
i;, 0 D(fi+l) = --t-l @ E.&, , 
and thus we obtain (2.2). 
We let u*(A) = u* C g(A) denote the subalgebra U* = &edAcxl ga. We let 
ii* C fi denote the subalgebra 
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From Theorem 2.1, we obtain that i;, induces isomorphisms 
If o1 gd(A) and a=zl=, yioli, ri ~72, thenwe define am* by a(a)=& riai . 
Also we set L = C:=, kiai + al+, E (be)*. Then from Theorem 2.1, and from 
(2.2), we obtain the following description for d+(A) (of course, by definition 
d-(A) = --d+(A), and since d(A”) = O+(A) u o-(a) (disjoint union) we get a 
complete description of d(A)): 
A+(J) = W)Lo+M u 644 + &;(A) u w?Ez+ . 
+ 
DEFINITION 2.3. a E d(B) (B = arbitrary Cartan matrix) is called a Weyl 
root (or real root) in case a = zu(ui) for some w E W and some simple root ui . 
If a is not a Weyl root it is called an imaginary root. We let rlw = o,(B) denote 
the Weyl roots and A, = A,(B) the imaginary roots. We set dw,k = A, 17 A* 
and A,,% = A, n Ah. 
We have the following proposition (for a proof, see, e.g., Kac [5(a), Lemma 14, 
p. 12861): 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the root a is in A,, 
(ii) ma is a root for every nonzero integer m. 
From Proposition 2.4 and our description of A+(a) we thus obtain 
Also, we note that if we identify u* with zi*, by means of the isomorphism b*, 
then we have the following description of the root spaces g”, a E A(x), of g(A): 
g” = t” (g g”, a = m + u(a), 01 E A(A), n E Z, 
n E z - {O}, a = m. 
(i.5) 
9” = tn 0 !I(4 
(Here 9°C g(A) d enotes the root space corresponding to 01 E A(A), and of 
course b(A) C g(A).) 
3. THE CHEVALLEY BASIS AND COMPACT FORM OF g(A) 
In this section we take K = @. We then consider the Lie algebra (over C) 
g(A), associated with a classical Cartan matrix A. Recall we have defined an 
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involutive automorphism 7 = 7a : g(A) + g(A), such that 7A(Ei) = Fi , 
7A(Fi) = Ei , and 7A(Hi) = -Hi, for i = l,..., 1. We then have that for each 
root 01 E d(A), that rlA(gn) = g-“. If we fix X E g”, X # 0, and take c E @, then 
7(X) E g-” and (7(X), X) # 0. Then (7(cX), cX) = c”(7(X), X), and we may 
choose c so that c2(7(X), X) = -2/(or, a). Thus, for each cy > 0 we may (and do) 
fix E, E g” so that 
(7(&), EsJ = -2/(a> 4 (3.1) 
Since 72 = identity and (- (Y, -CY) = (OL, a), we see that if we (temporarily) set 
E-, = 7(&), 01 > 0, then (3.1) hoUs for all 01 E d(A). If ~1, /3, a + /I Ed, 
we define A’a,o E @ by 
(in fact it turns out that Iv,,, E B). If (y. + p = 0, we note that 
where we set Ha = 2H:/(o1, a). Finally, if 01 + ,8 # 0 and 01 + /3 $ d(A), we set 
N,,, = 0. Arguing as in Jacobson [4, pp. 147-1481, we see that if a, p, 01 + j3 E 
d(A), and if 
a - Y/3 ,...) (Y )...) 01 + q/3 
is the B-string of roots through (Y, then 
where / 1 denotes the norm defined by the Killing form (,). Moreover, from 
Steinberg [9, Lemma 3, p. 41, we have 
q(y + 1) ’ “,i ,: I2 = (Y + l)“, 
and thus 
We now replace E, by -E, for 01 < 0 (So now 7(E,) = -E-, , a E d(A).) 
We then have 
FL 3 Ll = f& , 01 E 44, 
[Em 9 Is,1 = i(r + l)Ea+B > 
(3.2) 
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where cq /3, 01 A- /3 E A(A), and a: - $ ,..., N ,..., a -+ qfl, is the P-string through 01, 
[Ee ) ED] = 0, otherwise, 
[f4 > &I = FL”: 2,; E, , 
(3.2)(cont.) 
i=l 9.9’) 1, a E A(A). 
Moreover, (see Steinberg [9, Lemma 1, p. 23) each H, , 01 E d(A) is an integral 
. 
lmear combmatron of HI ,..., H, . Thus the basis {Em}aod(A) u {HI ,..., H,) of g(A) 
has integral structure constants. This basis is called a ChevaZZey basis of g(A). 
For the moment, let us denote this basis by ur ,..., ud (d = dim g(A)). We 
note that if we let ga = g@(A) denote the R-span of ur ,..,, ud , then gn is a real 
subalgebra of g(A), and the automorphism 7 = na maps gn onto itself. We then 
define a conjugate-linear Lie algebra automorphism vA = v : g(A) + g(A) by 
We let 
f(A) = {ax E g(A) 1 v(x) = x}. 
Then f(A) _C g(A) is a real subalgebra. Since q2 = 1, we also have V? = 1, 
and thus 
f(A) = G + 4&&l) . 
It follows that the elements 
d-1 (E, + E-J, (y. E A+(A), 
d=iH,, j = I,..., 1, 
form a basis (over R) of f(A) (recall that preceding (3.2), we took Em, = -+E,), 
01> 0) and we have 
i.e., f(A) is a real form of g(A). Moreover, as one can show by a direct computation 
(also, see Jacobson [4, pp. 147-148]), the Killing form, restricted to f(A), is 
negative-definite. Thus f(A) is a compact real form of g(A). 
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4. THE CHEVALLEY BASIS AND CohwAcT FORM OF g(A) 
In this section we again take K = C. Recall that we have identified uf with ii* 
by means of the isomorphism b*. Also, we have the direct sum decompositions 
g(A) = u+ @ l&q 8 r, 
u* = Jill 9” 0 g tn 0 SW 
+ 
(where, for the second direct sum decomposition, we have used our identification 
of n* with fi*). For each Weyl root a = U(X) f ~6, cz E 4(,4), n E 72, we define 
5, E gn = tTL @g* by 
For each imaginary root no, n E Z - {0}, we let ti(n) E g”‘ = tTL @ h(A), i = l,..., 
1, be defined by 
[f(n) = tn @ Hi ) i = I,..., I, n E z - (0). 
Of course {[i(n)}izl,...,l is a basis for g ‘Lb = tn @ $(A), for each n E Z - (0). 
DEFIXITION 4.1. The set 
vGL1, . . ,1+1 u Kdn~dW(A) ” Gw>i=l, . . .l 7 nEZ -{Oj, 
is a basis of g(A). W e call this basis a Chevdey basis of g(a). 
Remark. By definition of lj = b(A), the elements h, ,,.., hL+l are a basis 
of b(A). 
Now if we set 
qi = (% 2 4/L i = l,..., I $ 1, (4.2) 
then qi > 0 for each i and 
is a symmetric matrix with &entry (ai , q), i, j = I,..., I + 1; i.e., we may take 
the qi in (4.2) to fulfill the symmetrizability condition (see Section 1) of the 
Cartan matrix -4. But for this choice of qi , we have u(ui , uj) = (CQ , CQ), i, 
j = l,..., 1 T 1. From now on we assume we have chosen the qi as in (4.2). For 
a, b E (I!)“)*, we will then write (a, b) for ~(a, b). 
For each i = I,..., I + 1, yi E W defines an automorphism of he (again 
denoted by ri) by the condition 
X@,(h)) = (7$)(h), h E Ij”, X E (lj’)*. 
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A direct computation, using the definition of yi , shows that 
z-i(h) = 12 - Lzi(h)hi ) i = l,..., E-t 1. (4.3) 
We now wish to compute the structure constants of g(a) relative to our 
Chevalley basis (in particular, we shall see that these structure constants are in Z). 
First we observe 
LEMMA 4.4. For each a E A,(J), the element h, =L 2hh/(a, u) in lq(-q) is an 
integral linear combination of h, ,..., h,,, . 
Proof. (4.3), above, defines an action of Won lj”, and clearly h(d) is invariant 
under the action. We argue as in Steinberg [9, Lemma 1, p. 21. Thus, a direct 
computation shows that 
h,,(o) = y,(h,), jzl I..., Z+l,aEA,. (4.5) 
When a = ai, i = l,..., I+ 1, then h,, = hi , and we thus obtain that 
htc(,,t, = w(h), w 6 W, i = 1 ,..., 1 - I. 
Also, from (4.5), we see that each rj(hi) is an integral linear combination of 
h, ,..., hz,, . Thus, writing w as a product w = Y. . . . . . yj,, and arguing by induc- 
tion on k, we see that h,(, ,) = w(hJ is an integral &ear cimbination of h, ,. .., h,,, . 
But for any a E A,, wd have by definition of A, that for some w E W and 
some i = I,..., I + 1, that a = ~(a,), and hence k, = hwta,) , is an integral 
linear combination of h, ,..., hL+, . 1 
LEMMA 4.6. For a E A,, we have 
Proof. If a = a(ol) + nc, then &(s,) = t’l @ E, , &(t-,) = t? 9 E_, , and 
since hl E kernel G (see Theorem 2.1) we have 
L;J(h;) : 2 H:, . 
Now 
k&x 3t-,1 = 4E, , L) h:, , 
and thus, applying d to both sides, 
[t” @ Xu, t-” @ X-,] = T(&, , f-,) H,’ 
(4.7) 
(in 3). On the other hand 
[t” @ Xe , trn ($ X-,] = H, , 
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and thus, comparing these two expressions, we see that T([, , f-,) = 2/(a(, CX) = 
2/(a, a), and then, by (4.7), we see that 
[5, , Ll = ha * I 
LEMMA 4.8. For n E Z - (01, and i, j = I,..., 1, we have 
[&(n), ,fj(-ti)] = 4(ai ’ 9) 
(% I %)(O1j 1 a~) 
ha,. (4.9) 
Proof. If b, = a(ai) + no, n # 0, b, = -a(q), then in g(A), we have 
[5bl > !&I = [t” 0 -K-ii 9 -f&l 
= tn @ Hei = [,(?z). 
Thus for i, j = I,..., I, FEZ - (0) 
LW4 &(-41 = [[t” 0 &, , L,], M-41 
= -A,,[E,, , E-,I] + AJtn 0 Ec,, 9 t-‘” 0 E-J 
(by Lemma 4.6) 
and this proves Lemma 4.8. a 
We next show that the right side of (4.9) is an integral linear combination 
of h, ,..., h,+l . Since hLL = nhl , it suffices to show this in the case n = 1. Now 
recall that if LY,, = xi=, k,a, denotes the highest root of g(A), then 
and thus 
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Now (al+1 , 01 z+l)/(~i , aj) equals 1, 2, or 3, and to prove that the right side of 
(4.9) is an integral linear combination of h, ,..., h,,, , it thus suffices to show 
that Ma, , 41(aj , 01~) is an integer for Y = l,..., 1. If all the roots are of the same 
length, then (Us, ~+)/(a!? , 01~) : -z 1, for all Y, and there is nothing to prove. 
Also, if there are two root lengths, but nj is a short root, there is nothing to 
prove. Thus we may assume that there are two root lengths, and that nj is a long 
root. We will check case by case that k,(ol, , c+)/(nj , cy,), r -= I,..., I, is integral. 
Thus consider the table below. (see Bourbaki [I]). 
?;ame of 
diagram 
Ratio of length of Coefficients 
long root over length of high& 
of short root root 
B, (I > 2) 7 
c, (I 3 2) ? 
F 7 -4 
G, 3 
We have made the usual convention that the arrow of the Dynkin diagram 
points toward the short root. We then see that for each row of the above 
table, the integer k, over a short root + of the Dynkin diagram is divisible by 
the integer (G+ , aj)/(ar , a,) of the middle column. Thus we have proved 
LEMMA 4.10. Fori,j= l,..., l,andn~Z-{O},wehaoe 
(4.11) 
where 2h:/(q , aj) is an integral linear combination of h, ,..., hlil (and hence, 
$0 is [f&9, f&41). 
We can now give the structure constants of g(A”) with respect to a Chevalley 
basis: 
THEOREM 4.12. We have the following bracket relations: 
(i) [fu, &] = -VTnJaib, when a, b E A,, with a = a(a) + m, b = 
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b(p) + mu, where a, /3 E A(A), n,m~Z,and~+/3#0.Moreover,zfa+b~AW, 
and if 
a - r/3,. ..) a,.. .) LX + qp, 
is the P-string through (Y, then N,,, = &(r + 1). 
a E A(ii) K, , ELI = ha = in egral t linear combination of h, ,..., h,,, , for all 
W’ 
(iii) If a = a(a) + m, b = a(-a) + rnb, where 01 E A(A), and n + m = 
Y # 0, then 
= integral linear combination oft’ @ HI ,..., tr @ Ht. 
(iv) [h(n), Ej(-n)] = nA,j(2h:/(mj 1 aj)) 
= integral linear combination of h, ,..., ht+I . 
(v) [hi, &I = @(a, ai>i(ai , ai))ta , a E A,, i = I,..., 1 + 1. 
(vi) [Ei(n), f,] = (2(01, ai)/(q , q))taLnL , where i = I ,..., 1, n EZ - {Ol, 
a = a(a) + mL, and 01 E A(A). 
All other brackets of elements of a Chevalley basis in g(A), are zero. In particular, 
we have that the structure constants of g(A) with respect to a Chevalley basis are 
integers. 
Proof. (i) is clear. We need only observe that since 01 - r/3 ,..., a,..., (y. + q/3 
is the P-string through 01, we can apply (3.2). (ii) is just Lemmas 4.6 and 4.4. 
(iii) follows from the fact that H, is an integral linear combination of HI ,..,, H, . 
This is the analogue of Lemma 4.4 for g(A), and is proved in Steinberg [9, 
Lemma 1, p. 21. (iv) is just Lemma 4.10. (v) and (vi) are clear. Since the coeffi- 
cients 2(a, ai)/(ai , ai) and 2(iy, ai)/(ai , CQ) are in Z, the last assertion of the 
theorem follows. 1 
Our next task is to define a real subalgebra f(A”) _C g(d) such that f(A) is a 
real form of g(a) and such that T(,), restricted to f(A), is negative semidefmite. 
Indeed, one of the central ideas of this paper is that I(A) is a good analogue of a 
compact form of a complex, simple Lie algebra. In particular, we shall define 
a family of co-dimensional “ ‘complete’ groups with Lie algebra g(A)” (denote a 
typical such group by G), each with a “subgroups corresponding to f(A)” ^ 
(denote such a subgroup by K) such that G admits an “Iwasawa decomposition” 
G = &Y, where 9 will denote an “Iwahori subgroup” of G (d will turn out 
to be a central extension of a Chevalley group with rational points in the field 
of formal Laurent series-this fact will lead to the definitions of 9). 
Moreover, g(a) will b e seen to have a family of (co-dimensional) irreducible 
representations, analogous to the finite-dimensional, irreducible representations 
of a complex simple Lie algebra (see Section 10). The group G will be a group 
481/5312-14 
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of automorphisms of the representation space of such a representation, and K 
will be the subgroup of unitary operators in G, relative to a suitable, positive- 
definite Hermitian inner product on the representation space. 
This representation theory will, as we said, be analogous to the finite-dimen- 
sional representation theory of complex simple Lie algebras. In particular, there 
will be a theory of highest weights and a Weyl character formula (due to Kac, 
see [5(b)]; also, see [2]). H owever, the theory has one novel feature. Namely, 
f(m) contains an infinite-dimensional Heisenberg algebra, and thus we will be 
studying co-dimensional (injinitesimally unitary) representations of Heisenberg 
algebras. We suspect that these representations somehow explain the mysterious 
appearance of Dedekind’s y-function in the denominator of the Kac-Weyl 
character formula (see [5(b), 21). 
In order to define f(A), we first define an involutive automorphism 
Thus, we set 
?& = 7)‘: g(A) ---z g(A). 
or 
77’P 08) = trn 0 %4(g), 
n EZ - {O}, g E cd4 
n = 0, g E g”, 01 E 44, 
(4.13) 
and 
r)‘(hg) = --hi , i = I,..., 1 + 1. 
Now of course 7’ defines a linear automorphism of order 2 of g(A). We wish 
to show that 7’ preserves brackets. Clearly 7’ induces a linear automorphism 
of fi (denoted again by 7’) since y’(c) = c. Clearly too, 7’ : g -+ 3 is a Lie 
algebra automorphism; i.e., 7’ : g(x) + g(A) preserves brackets mod c. Thus, 
to see that 7’ : g(J) -+ g(A) p reserves brackets, it suffices to show 
?‘(P 0 g, 77 Og’l) = P-” 0 rlak), tn 0 rlak’N7 (4.14) 
when either (i) n E Z - (0) andg, g’ E B(A) or (ii) n E Z, g E g”, g’ E g-“, (Y E d(A). 
In case (i) we may take g = Hai, g’ = Haj , i, j = l,..., 1, and then 
+([t” @ Hai, trn ‘$3 H,J) = - 
4(% 7 4 
(LYi , cf,)(Oi , “J hiLL ’
by (4.9). On the other hand 
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by (4.9), and this proves (4.14) in case (i). In case (ii), we may take g = 5, = 
tn @ E, and g’ = &, = tF @ E-, , where a = u(a) + nb E d(A). By Lemma 
4.6, we have 
(([t” @ E, , trn @ G,]) = -h, . 
On the other hand 
[t-a @ 77a(E,), t” @ qA(E-J] = [t-” 0 E-u , t” 0 E-+,1 
= -h, 
by Lemma 4.6, and this proves (4.14) in case (ii). Hence we have proved 
LEMMA 4.15. The linear automorphism of order 2, 7’ : g(A) -+ g(A), defked 
in (4.13), is a Lie algebra automorphism. 
fie let g,(A) _C g(A) denote the R-span of a Chevalley basis. We note that 7’ 
maps g,(a) into itself, and that gn(A) is a vealform of g(x)); i.e., we have g(A) = 
@ OR gR(A”). We define 
va” : g(A) --f g(A) 
bY 
We note that vzpreserves brackets, and is conjugate-linear; i.e., v2 is a conjugate- 
linear Lie algebra automorphism of g(A). 
DEFINITION 4.17. We let I(A) C g(A”) be the subset 
f(A) = {x E g(A) / VJ(X) = x}. 
Since vx is a conjugate-linear Lie algebra automorphism of g(A), we see that 
r(a) is a real subalgebra of g(A). S ince v,- has order 2, we have that I(m) is 
spanned by elements of the form x + vx(x), x E g(A”), and it then follows that 
the following elements of I(A) comprise an R-basis of f(A): 
(- 1)lj2hi , i = l,..., I + 1, 
t” @ E, - t-” @ 0, , 
(4.18) 
(-l)‘l”(t” @ E, + t-” @ E-J, cYELl+(A),nEn,n~o, 
t” @ Hi - t?’ @ Hi, 
(- l)rj2(t* @ Hi + t-” @ Hi), i = I,..., l,nEb,n>O. 
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Since the elements listed in (4.18) comprise a C-basis of g(A), we see that 
and thus I(a) is a real form of g(A). We will call f(z$ a compact form of g(a). 
The following lemma gives at least some justification for this terminology: 
LEMMA 4.19. T(X, 2) < 0 for x E f(A). 
Proof. Recall that for A we have chosen qi = (ai , 0l~)/2, i == I,..., I + 1 
(see (4.2)), and that hl, = yihi , i = I,..., I + 1 (see Section 1). Since 
~(hi‘ , hi?) =df. o(ai , aj) ‘= (CQ , CX,), i, j = l,..., I -1. 1, we conclude 
i,j- I)...) 1$-l. (4.20) 
It follows that if we set H,,, = -2E&/(~xa, 01~) = 2E&J(a,+, , a,,,), then 
T(hi 1 hj) = (Hi 7 Hi)~ i,j= I >..., I+ 1, (4.21) 
and thus 7 is positive semidefinite on I), and hence negative semidefinite on 
(-1)1/Z b C I(A). 
Let 
1+1 
"j E R Pa.n 9 %,n E @ (only finitely many of these being f 0), denote a general 
element of f(A); then 
T&,X) = +, 4 + C T&, En) - C 2 /~a,n j27(tn 0 J% 7 t-n 0 E-m) 
n>o 
nsz 
CXEA+(A) 
n>O.ntL 
where 
Z-l 
h = c uj(-ly h, E (-l)li” I,(A), 
j=l 
Now ~(h, h) < 0, since, as we have already noted, T(,) is negative semidefinite 
on (- 1)1/2 $(A”)). By the proof of Lemma 4.6, we have ~(t” @ E, , t-” @I E-J z 
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2/(01, CX) > 0. We will be done if we show T(E, , [,) < 0. But, by (4.9), we have 
T(P @ H, trn @ H’) = (H, H’), 
H, H/E&~), n # 0. 
We thus see 
Thus we have proved Lemma 4.19. 1 
Zbuzrk. Our argument in fact, shows a little more: it shows that Q-(.X, x) = 0 
implies x = (-1)1Mzl , r E R. 
5. A KOSTANT-CARTIER B&IS FOR THE UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING ALGEBRA 
OF &&-STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
For a Lie algebra a we let %(a) denote the universal enveloping algebra of a. 
In this section, we again take k = @, as we do until Section 10. Our task here is 
to construct a particular Z-form %,(a) of @(g(x)) which will serve as an analogue 
of the B-form of @(g(A)), constructed in [6] (also see [9, Theorem 2, p. 81). 
We begin by considering the polynomial algebra Y = .Y(X, , Xa ,..., X, ,...) 
over G in infinitely many (algebraically independent) indeterminants, X, ,..., 
X, ,.... We define a derivation 
by setting 
D+(Xm) = mX,n+, , 712 = I, 2,.... 
We define a sequence of elements A, E .Y, k E Z, by 
A, = 0, k < -1 
A-, = I, 
A, = (D+ + W” 
(k + 1) ! (xl), 
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Here, we have adopted the following notation: For CJ E Y, we define L, : 9’ - .Y 
by&(s) = us, s E Y. We write down some of the /l, for small K: 
If we formally substitute a single indeterminant X for Xr , Xi, ,..., these expres- 
sions become 1, X, (“2’“) = (X + 1)X/2, (x3+2) = (X + 2xX + 1)X/3!, respec- 
tively. In fact, if we consider Y(X), the polynomial algebra over C in a single 
indeterminant X, and if we let n: &(X1 ,..., X, ,...) -+ g(X) denote the algebra 
homomorphism defined by the conditions +X,) = X, i = I,2 ,..., then - 
LEMMA 5.1. 
(X + k)(X + k - 1) ‘.. X 
(k+l)! ’ 
k EZ. 
This lemma follows from 
LEMMA 5.2. 
First, we will show that Lemma 5.1 is implied by Lemma 5.2, and then we will 
prove Lemma 5.2. Thus, for Lemma 5.1, we note that if k < -I, then both 
sides are zero. If k = - 1, both sides are I. Assume we have proved Lemma 5. I 
for k’ with - 1 < k’ < k; then 
by Lemma 5.2 
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But then 
by our induction hypothesis. We thus obtain Lemma 5.1 as a consequence of the 
following identity for binomial coefficients: 
We prove (5.3) by induction on R. Thus if k = 0, both sides equal X. Assume 
k > 0, and that we have proved (5.3) for K - 1. Then the left side of (5.3) equals 
1 
k+l c t 
k X+k-1 
k 1 ( 
X+k-1 x 
+k ' 1 1
by our induction hypothesis, 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1 (from Lemma 5.2). 
We now prove Lemma 5.2. Here, again, we argue by induction: For k = 0, 
each side of the identity in Lemma 5.2 defines the identity operator of 9’. 
Assume we have proved Lemma 5.2 for some k > 0; then 
&I + o+)“+l = (-b, + 04 
(k + l>! k + , 1 2 Ln,-l &.-I n=O 
by our induction hypothesis. In turn, this last expression is equal to 
and 
D+V,-1) = D+(t)+ + ~x,)q-ly* q! - 
=(q+1)~,--14-,, 42 1. 
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Since both sides of the following equation are zero when q = 0, we have 
But now we see that expression (5.4) equals 
This completes the induction and the proof of Lemma 5.2. 1 
For 01 E d(A), r E Z - {0}, we define a homomorphism 
Ya,r(Xm) = tmT @ Ha. (5.5) 
For a E d(A), I = 0, we define ?PQ by 
Y,mL) = ha * 
We let 
H,(n) = t” @I H, , nez, n #O, cdEd(A). 
We set 
4VW)) = ~&‘U~ REZ, tiEA( rEZ -{O}, 
(5.6) 
44z) = Y,(flk)> kEZ, UEd(A). 
COROLLARY (to Lemma 5.1). We have 
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Remark. In general, the symbol (T), r E Z, T E associative algebra, will mean 
T(T - 1) ... (1’ - r -c 1) 
- 1. I 1 y 2 1, 
1, y Izz 0 
0, Y < 0. 
We fix a Chevalley Basis 
u Mn)h=,,...,z 3 YZEZ -{O), 
of g(x), and we fix a simple order on @. For each choice of integers p, 3 0, 
a E d ,(A)(almost all p, being equal to zero), of integers q(r, CQ) >, - I, Y E Z--(O), 
j = I,..., 2 (almost all q(r, aj) being equal to minus one), and integers h, > 0, 
k=l ,..., 1 + 1, we form the product in %(g(A)), with respect to our fixed order 
on @, of the elements 
(5.7) 
We call the resulting element of @(g(A)) the monomial corresponding to 
(PaLiw Y My, 4nEm-(o~,~=1,..., I 7 Gbch=l,..., 1+1 (relative to our fixed order on @). 
Any such element of @(g(A)) will b e called a monomial (relative to our fixed 
order on @). The following result is basic for this paper: 
THEOREM 5.8. Let @z = +?&(A) be the Z-subalgebra of @(g(A)) generated 
by the elements [,p/p!, a E A,(A), p > 0 an integer. Fix a simple order on CD. Then 
the monomials (with respect to this order) are in 4Yz , and form a B-basis of 4Yz . 
Remarks. (i) It follows easily from the PoincarC-Birkhoff-Witt theorem 
that the set of monomials forms a basis over Q= of @(g(A)). Hence, in particular, 
Theorem 5.8 implies @(g(a)) = @ 0, @x . (ii) Note that Theorem 5.8 implies 
that the monomials are in ?Yz , a fact which is not obvious. In particular, we 
obtain that the elements 
i=l ,...I Zfl,h~B, kEZ,j== l,..., Z,YEZ-{O},arein4Yz. (iii)Theorem 
5.8 is an analogue for g(A), of Theorem 2, p. 8, in [9] (due to Kostant and 
Cartier-also see [6]). 
Recall, we had set 
[j(r) = Hmj(r) = tr @ Hj 9 j=l ,..., 1, r f OinZ. 
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We will adopt the following strategy to prove Theorem 5.8: 
(i) Show the elements 
i-1 a..., I{+ l;j:~- I,..., l;h,q,rEZ,r fO,arein@~. (5.10) 
(ii) Let Q be any product of elements 
c*> 
a E O,(a), p, A, q E Z, p 3 0, Y # 0, i = I,..., 1 f-- 1, j = I ,..., 1. Then show 
Q is an integral linear combination of monomials. 
(iii) If Mr and Mz are monomials, then MI . MS is an integral linear 
combination of monomials. 
Now clearly (ii) implies (iii), and (i) implies the monomials are in 9Yz . Since 
the monomials contain the elements l,r’/p!, a E o,(a), p E Z., p 2 0, we see 
that the algebra they generate contains, and hence equals, az. Thus (iii) 
implies the monomials span qz over Z, and hence are a Z-basis. Thus (iii) 
implies Theorem 5.8. We are thus left with the proof of (i) and (ii). 
In order to describe a strategy for proving (ii), we recall that one may define 
the degree of an element of %(a), the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie 
algebra a. Thus, let F(a) denote the jth tensor power of a, considered as a 
vector space. Let T(a) = &‘?, F(a) d enote the tensor algebra of a, and let 
n: T(a) ---f @(a) denote the projection. We set T,(a) = & P(a), qlj(a) = 
7~( Tj(a)), and for X E %(a), we let deg X (the degree of X) be defined by 
deg X = m:n (X E sj(a)). 
Now to prove (ii), we shall prove 
LEMMA 5.11. (a) Let C, and C, be two elements of the type listed in (5.10), 
(*). Then [C, , C,] =df C,C, - C,C, = integral linear combination of products 
Q, of elements (5.10), (*), with deg Q < deg C, + deg C, 
(b) We have 
+ integral linear combination of monomials of degree < p + q + 2, 
wherep,q,rEZ,p,q;--l,r#O,j=l,..., 1. 
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= integral linear combination of , 
0 <CT <A + p, 0 <A, PEZ, h = l,..., I + 1. 
Of course, the first equality in (b) is obvious. We note that 
deg fl,(tj(r)) = P i- 1 and deg ( t ) = h. 
It is then clear that using Lemma 5.1 I, and arguing by induction on deg Q, 
we can prove (51O)(ii). Moreover, if we call elements of the form 
E” hi a, 
P! i 1 x ’ 
Ad5j(Y)), 
elements of types 1,2, and 3, respectively, then we can break the proof of Lemma 
5.11 (a) into a number of cases, corresponding to choosing C, and C, from the 
various types. Without loss of generality, we may assume type C, < type C, . 
We then assume that for some s > 0 we have proved: 
Inductive hypothesis. 5.10 (ii) is valid for deg Q < s. We note this inductive 
hypothesis is valid if s = 0. Then, assuming, in Lemma 5.11 (a) that deg 
C, + deg C, = s + 1, and assuming the above inductive hypothesis, we will 
prove Lemma 5.11 (a) in each of the following cases: 
Case 1. Both C, and C, are of type 1. 
Case 2. C, is of type 1 and C, is of type 2. 
Case 3. C, is of type 1 and C, is of type 3. 
Case 4. Both C, and C, are of type 2. 
Case 5. C, is of type 2 and C, is of type 3. 
Case 6. Both C, and C, are of type 3. 
(5.12) 
In proving Case 1, we shall in fact obtain explicit formulas for [C, , C,] = 
C,C, - C,C, , and these explicit formulas will yield (5.10)(i). (See Section 6, 
(6.4) and Section 7, (7.9)). Thus, in proving Lemma 5.11, we shall obtain 
(i) and (ii) of (5.10). As we have already observed, (i) and (ii) of (5.10) imply 
Theorem 5.8; i.e., we have reduced the proof of Theorem 5.8 to the proof of 
Lemma 5.11 (and the explicit formulas of Case 1, (5.12)). We shall prove Lemma 
5.11 (a), cases 1 and 2, in Sections 6 and 7. At the same time, we shall obtain 
(5.10)(i) and the last assertion of Lemma 511(b). We shall prove Lemma 5.11(a), 
cases 3 and 6 in Section 8. In cases 4 and 5, we have [Cr , C,] = 0, so there is 
nothing to prove, and we will thus have completely proved Lemma 5.11 (a). 
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Finally, we shall prove the second assertion of Lemma 5.11 (b) in Section 9, 
and thus complete the proof of Lemma 5.11 since, as we have already noted, 
the first assertion of Lemma 5.1 I(b) is clear. 
6. PROOF OF LEMMA 5.11 (a)-CASE 2 AND BEGINNING OF CASE 1 
We begin with some facts proved in [9]. Thus, if s&(C) denotes the Lie 
algebra of 2 x 2 complex matrices of trace zero, and if 
then we have the following equations in the universal enveloping algebra of 
sl,(@): 
LEMMA 6.1. For m, n 3 0, 
($j($j = mig2n) ( (nFy)! j(” - m ; n + ‘j,( (:I-;)! j. 
For the proof, see [9, Lemma 5, p. 91. We will also need 
LEMMA 6.2. Let @[HI ,..., H,] denote the ring of polynomials in 1 variables 
H 1 ,...> H, , with coe@cients in @. Every polynomial v in CIHI ,..., H,] which 
takes integral values for all integral values of the variables, is an integral linear 
combination of the polynomials 
fi ( 2 1, ni E Z, ni > 0, ni < deg, v (= degree of p in Hi). 
Of course, the converse of Lemma 6.2 is also true. Lemma 6.2 is just Lemma 4, 
p. 9 in [9]. We also note that Lemma 6.2 immediately implies the last assertion 
of Lemma 5.1 l(b). 
Next, we observe 
LEMMA 6.3. For h E b(A), f =f(h) p Zy a o nomial in h (with complex coeficients), 
and a E A,(A), we have 
t,“f (4 = f (h - 4hNk,“, 
for all n 3 0 in Z. 
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This is just an adaptation of Lemma 10, p. 12 in [9]. Indeed we may just carry 
over the proof from [9]; e.g., we may assume f(h) = h”‘, and then argue by 
induction on m. 
We immediately obtain case 2 of Lemma 5.1 l(a) as a consequence of Lemmas 
6.3 and 6.2, and our induction hypothesis (preceding (5.12)). 
In the remainder of this section, we will be concerned with case 1 of Lemma 
511(a). Thus we wish to consider [C, , C,], where C, = [,“/p!, C, = tbg/q!, 
and where a, b E d&a) and p, q >, 0 are in Z. If a -+ b f 0 and a + b $ d(d), 
then C, and C, commute, and there is nothing to prove. If a + b = 0, then 
b = --a, and 5, , &, , h, generate a three-dimensional subalgebra g(u) C g(iz”). 
Moreover, the Lie algebra homomorphism vn : s&(c) + g(m) defined by 
G(E) = E,, , R(F) = L , and n(ff) = 4, , in fact, defines an isomorphism 
from s&(C) onto the three-dimensional subalgebra g(u). But now Lemma 5.1 l(a), 
case 1, for a, b E A,(a), a + b = 0, follows from Lemmas 6.1, 4.4, and 6.2, and 
our induction hypothesis, preceding (5.12). 
Incidentally, if in Lemma 6.1, we take m = n = A, and apply the isomorphism 
P)~ in the case a = ui, i = I,..., I + 1, is a simple root, we obtain after an 
induction on h that 
each ” ’ 
l 1 
x Is in ez(A”), X > 0 in Z. (6.4) 
Now, in case 1, we are left with considering [C, , C,], where C, = tap/p!, 
C, = &q/q!, a, b E A,(a), a + b E A(A), and p > 0, q > 0 are in Z. Either 
a + b E A,(A) or a + b E A,(A). First, assume a + b E A&a). 
DEFINITION 6.5. We let ga(A) d enote the Z-span of the Chevalley basis @ 
of g(J). 
Remark. Theorem 4.12 implies gn(A”) is a Z-subalgebra of g(A). 
We will need 
LEMMA 6.6. We have 
forbEd,(A”),p>OinZ. 
Proof. It will suffice to show 
ad g (17) E szm -q E @. 
If 7 = [, , a E!,(A), and if a + b # 0, a + b $ d(A), then (ad &*/P!)(T) = 0. 
If a + b EL(A), then a = u(a) + nb, b = a(@ + rnb, n, m EZ, N, p E d(A), 
and either a + b E A,(A), in which case 01 + /I E d(A), or a $- b E d,(A)), in 
which case 01 + /3 = 0. 
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If a + b E d&A”) (so 01+ /I E d(A)), and if 
a: - $3 )... , o! ,...) a + qjl, 
is the P-string through 01, then we have by Theorem 4.12(i) that 
ad @ (( ) = kd h)” 
p! a p! Kl) 
(where a + pb $0,(A) ‘f 1 an d only if a + p/3 $d(A), if and only if a + pb $ 
A@)). Thus 
If a + b E A,(a), then 01 + /3 = 0 and n + m # 0. Setting K = n + m, 
we have 
ad tb(ta) = tK @ 4 , 
ad $ (E,) = -r~+m @ EB , 
ad g (6,) = 0, P 3 3. 
We have observed ((iii) of Theorem 4.12) that tK @ Ha is an integral linear 
combination of elements of CD, and hence tK @ HB E g,(a). On the other hand, 
tr+lra @ EB = (a(a)+(K+m)L E CD, so we have shown 
ad -$$ (t,J 6 g;e(A), a + b E A,(A). (6.8) 
Finally, we must consider the case when a + b = 0; then we have 
ad tb(‘ta) = hb , 
tb2 
ad T (km) = -tb > 
ads (tn) = 0, P 2 3. 
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Moreover, we have, by Lemma 4.4, that h, is an integral linear combination 
of h, ,.*., h,,, 7 and hence h, E gz(A”). Th us, taking into account (6.7) and (6.Q 
we see that we have proved Lemma 6.6. 1 
COROLLARY. For aZZ C E 4Yz(i?>, we have ad C(g,(d)) C g,(J). 
Now for a E d,(A), we define a one parameter group exp(t ad 6,) of Lie 
algebra automorphisms of g(a) by 
exp(t ad f,) = f $ (ad 52, 
?I:” 
t E @. 
We note that if t E Z, then Lemma 6.6 implies that exp(t ad E,) maps gz(A”) into 
itself. We consider the automorphism of g(A): 
P, = exp(ad 5,) exp(-ad S-J exp(ad E,), a Ed&Q 
Of rurse r”, , by restriction to g,(A), defines an automorphism of g,(A). 
LEMMA 6.9. Fa(h) = h - u(h)ha , a Ed&)), h ~lj(if). 
Remarks. (i) exp t ad 6, , t E c), defines a Lie algebra automorphism of 
ge(A), and our argument will show that Lemma 6.9 holds for h E q(A). (ii) 
Lemma 6.9 implies that Faai(h) = r&z), i = l,..., I + 1, h E be(A) (see (4.3)). 
Proof of Lemma 6.9. We take h E be(A). If u(h) = 0, then both sides of the 
equation in Lemma 6.9 are equal to h. But $“(A”) = (kernel u) @ Ch, , and hence 
it suffices to show 
Ta(h,) = h, - u(h,)h, = -ha. 
But using the isomorphism ya : e&(C) + g(u), we see it suffices to show 
P(H) = -H, H = :, -; ES I&), 
( 1 
where r” = Ad(-T i). But this is immediate. 1 
NOW if a E O&i), then, by definition, there is some w = ril ... ri, in W, 
and some j = I,..., I + 1, such that a = w(uJ. But then, by (4.5), we have 
w&,) = hcz . If we set ZZ = fob. . . . . . Fa,. , then zE(h,,) = h, . But ~2 defines an 
automorphism of gz(d). Hencewe havz 
3 
LEMMA 6.10. For each u~d,(A), we have that h, is a primitive vector of 
g&Q 
We note the following simple lemma (see [9, Lemma 7, p. IO]): 
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LEMMA 6.11. Let U and V be two g(a)-modules. Let Mu C U and MV C L’ 
be additive subgroups preserved by [,p/p!, for all a E A,(,$, p > 0 in 72. Then 
M, @J M, (C U @ V) is also preserved by t,z”/p!, fey all a E A,(A), p 3 0 inZ. 
We let ad(T) denote the action of g(A) (and of %(g(m))) induced by adjoint 
action, on @J g(A”), the rth tensor power of g(A) (Y > 0 in Z). Then 
COROLLARY (to Lemmas 6.6 and 6.11). We have 
adtr) Q(@ g,(a)) C @ gn(ki), 
for all P 3 0 in Z, and fey all Q E OZz(A). 
Recall we were considering [C, , C,], with C, = [,“/p!, C, = &g/q!, a, 
b E A,(A), and a + b E A,(A). We consider the set A,,, C A(a) of all roots of 
the form ia +jb, i, j > 0 in Z. Now a = a(a) -I- nl, b = a(p) + rnb, and 
01 -+ ,8 E A(A). Thus 01 and /3 are linearly independent, and thus either ia f jb E 
Aw(a) or ia -t jb $ A(A”), i,j E Z. Moreover, c = ia + jb E A(A) (i, jcZ, 
i, j 3 0) if and only if iol + jp E A(A) (in particular, we see A,,, is finite). 
Then ua,b , the linear span of [, , c E A,,, , is a subalgebra of g(A”), and {ee}cGAa o 
is a basis of na,b . The monomials need, ~ (E,“‘c/m,!) (m, > 0, m, E Z, with the 
product taken with respect to our fixed order on @) define a basis of @(u,,~). 
Now let Q E %(n,,J and assume 
ad(‘) Q [i& ‘g&i)) C @Y g#), Y > 0 in??. (6.12) 
We let B be an index set for the monomials in %(u,,~). Thus, let {M,},EE denote 
the monomials in O(U~,~). Then Q has a unique expression Q = xIEPa,Ml 
(where the a, E @, and only finitely many a, are nonzero). We wish to prove that, 
as a consequence of our assumption (6.12), all the a, are in Z. We shall argue by 
induction on the number of nonzero a, . Choose Ia E 8 so that M,O is of maximal 
degree among those M, with a, + 0 (so, in particular, a+ f 0). Then MI0 has 
an expression, AZ,, = n,..d,,b (Eye/me !) (the product being taken with respect 
to our order on 0, and the m, > 0 are in Z). We set 
m= C m,, p = (g (E-, @ ... @ t-J 
-,- 
C~4,b c~4,fJ m,-times 
(the (tensor) product again being taken with respect to our order on @), and 
we note that the 0” b(A)-component of adcm) Q(.$@) is just 
m-times 
-A----c-\ 
aJo (4 ~3 ... @ A,). 
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Indeed, this is the 0” b(A) -component of ad(“)(u,DM1O). However, any other 
nonzero summand a&V1 of Q leads to a zero component since either ik?, does 
not have enough factors (if degree MI < degree M,J or MI has just enough 
factors (if degree M, = degree M,o), but with the wrong distribution. By (6.12), 
it follows that 
%, PC 0 ... 0 hc) 
-- 
m-times 
is in 0” h,(a) (where b,(A) is the E-span of hi ,..., h,,,). Since, by Lemma 6.10, 
h, is primitive in gz(d), we have that 
m-times 
is primitive in 0” b,(A). Hence aI E Z. Applying the induction hypothesis to 
Q - a,oM,o y we obtain that all the aI are in Z. 
Now [C, , Gl E Q(KMJ, where C, = .$,“/p! and C, = &q/q!, a, b, a + b E 
A&@). Since [C, , Cs] satisfies (6.12), we have [C, , C,] is an integral linear 
combination of monomials in %(ua,J. Moreover, since degree [C, , Cs] < 
degree C, + degree C’s , we may assume each of these monomials is of degree 
less than degree C, + degree C, . We have thus proved: 
LEMMA 6.13. Let a, bE d,(x), and assume a + b ads. Then [tap/p!, 
t,q/q!] is an integral linear combination of monomials, each of which has degree 
<p+q. 
Remarks. (i) Our proof of Lemma 6.13 is taken from Steinberg [9], where 
the analogous fact is proved for g(A) (see [9, Lemma 8, p. 10 and Lemma 9, 
p. 121). (ii) In Section 7, we shall prove the analogue of Lemma 6.13, when 
a + b E d,(A). 
7. PROOF OF LEMMA 5.11(a)--CONCLUSION OF CASE 1 
In this section, we will study the commutator [f,q/q!, tb7/r!], where a, b ~d&f) 
and a + b Ed,@). Th us, a = U(N) + tic and b = -u(a) + rnt, where OL E d(A) 
and s = m + 71 # 0. We set 
jE = &ML 7 j > 0 in Z, 
PI = tb+(j--l)s6 9 j > 1 in?!, (7.1) 
jH = tjS @ H, , j 2 1 in Z, 
and we note that as j varies over the indicated ranges, these vectors span a 
481/53/2-15 
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subalgebra n of g(A). Moreover, we have the commutation relations: 
We let A, denote the 1 x 1 Cartan matrix A, = (2), corresponding to 
s&(C), and we consider g(&, the Kac-Moody algebra corresponding to AI . 
In the case when A” = A,, the algebra u(AI) of Section 2 is just the linear span 
of the elements 
E(j) = tj @ E, j > 0, 
F(j) = t’ OF, j> 1, 
H(j) = tj @ H, j> 1. 
We can define a linear isomorphism 
(7.3) 
We also note that in ~(a,) we have the commutation relations 
[E(j), F(k)1 = H( j + k), j>O,k> 1, 
[H(j), F(k)] = --2F( j + k), j, k 3 1, (7.2’) 
[H(j), E(k)] = 2E(j + h), j>l,k>O. 
Comparing (7.2) with (7.2’), we see that 
(7.4). The linear isomorphism y : u(A,) + n, defined by (7.3), is in fact an 
isomorphism of Lie algebras. 
We also denote the induced isomorphism of universal enveloping algebras by v. 
We set E’(k) = E(k - l), k > I, and we let 9” C @(g(A)) denote the com- 
mutative subalgebra generated by the elements B(k), k > 1. We define a deriva- 
tion i? : Sp, - .Yr, by the conditions 
B@(k)) = kE(k + 1). 
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Also, we define a derivation D, : u(AJ -+ u(&) by the conditions 
D+(E(k)) = kE(k + I), 
D+(H(k)) = kH(k + l), 
D+(F(k)) = kF(k + 1). 
For (T E u(&), we let L, : u(-&) ---f n(a;) denote the left multiplication operator 
defined by 
L,(d) = cm’, u’ E ll(Al). 
We then have 
LEMMA 7.5. 
F(1)’ E(l)B ~__ 
Y. I P! 
where r > 0 and q >, 0, are in Z. 
We let k[ = k--l[, k 3 1, and we let 9” C @(g(a)) denote the commutative 
subalgebra generated by the elements k[, k 3 1. We note that the isomorphism 
VJ maps YE onto yi . Then, we see that by means of v, the operators D, (on 
@(g(a,)) and D (on YE) induce operators on e!(n) and 9$ , respectively, which 
we again denote by D, , D, respectively. Also, for u E %(g(~)), we let L, : 
@(g(d)) + @(g(a)) denote the operator defined by left multiplication by u. 
Then L(,H)(u) C D (since ,H E n), and applying F to both sides of the equation 
in Lemma 7.5, we have 
COROLLARY. Wehave 
f -g lrlT 1 
Y. I !7! 
= "'$' ,,cmCi (-l)i $ ( ($,! ) CLdf -$D+F ( fy)! ), 
D,nZ>O (7.6) 
wherer>Oandq>OareinZ. 
By the argument given for Lemma 5.2, we have 
(7.7) 
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Thus, if we take q = Y in (7.6), and we take the term on the right side cor- 
responding to i = r = q, m = i = Y (so p = 0) we get (using (7.7)): 
where recall 
On the other hand, we shall prove: 
LEMMA 7.8. 
Then, if we apply F to both sides of identities (a) and (b), if we use (7.7), 
our computation of the terms in the right side of (7.6) corresponding to r = q, 
i = r = q, m = i, and if we argue by induction on m, we see that 
An-1p 0 w E %zm m>O,s>O,aEd(A). (7.9) 
Taking OL = ai , i = l,..., I, and taking into account (6.4), we obtain from (7.9) 
that (5.10)(i) is true. 
We now give the proofs of Lemmas 7.5 and 7.8. We begin with Lemma 7.8. 
Proof of Lemma 7.8. The proofs of (a) and (b) are exactly the same, so we 
will only give the proof of (a). First, we note that since b : S“’ --+ 9~ is a deriva- 
tion, we have 
D (9) = (y-y;;! E(2), 
and this is just (a), in the case when p = 1. We now argue by induction on p. 
Thus, assume we have proved (a) for some p 2 1. We have then 
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where we have used our induction hypothesis. The last expression, in turn, 
is equal to 
x E(h + 2y+1+1 ... E(p + 1)“D 
(PA,1 + l)! I PO! ’ 
where we make the notational convention that ,!?(j)~ = 0 if p < 0. 
The last expression equals 
and this completes the induction, and the proof of Lemma 7.8. 1 
Proof of Lemma 7.5. We begin with the case q = 1. In this case, we must 
verify that 
*g(l) = B(1) TyL - &I(l) + o+> ( f’l”;;! ). (7.10) 
Indeed, 
T E(1) = E(1) * + [V, E(l)] 
= jql) F1:” I F F(l)iP(l), ~~l)lw)‘“-l 
i=O 
= Z(l) -y- - 
y F(l)i H(I)F(l)+i-1 
I 
i=O 7. 
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and this proves (7. IO). 
Assume now that we have proved Lemma 7.5 for all 4’ E Z, with 0 < 4’ < q; 
then we have 
F(1)’ E(l)Q+l 
r! (q+l)! 
1 -- 
cl+1 i 
1 
= - ! E(1) q - (-h,(l) + D,) (;y;;! )) 9 1 q+l . 
by (7.10) 
where the last equality results from the fact that D, is a derivation of u(&) 
such that D+(&l)) = 0. By our induction hypothesis, this last expression equals 
minb,r-1) 
- z. (--l)i c &f(l) + D+) 
o+m=i 
LX?+0 
x 
Ijo e(l)Q-i (I&) + D+)% ( ( j ( w)‘-1-i p! (q-i)! m. 1 (Y - I -i)! 
= $- I”‘$v) (-1)” c E(1) 
D+m=i 
.O.m>0 
Do 
( 
&lPi (-h,(1) + D+P x-- -- 
p! (q-i)! 1 m! ( 
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min(o,r-1) 
+ 2 (-lY+' c + ( (yy! ) 
or-m+ ' 
x &f(l) + D+)nl+l 
i 
Fu)7-1-i 
m! (r - 1 - i)! 1 
min(a.r-1) 
f z. (-l)i+l c WW) + D+) 
0+7lL=i 
.O,WL>O 
D E(l)“-3 (&ql) + II+>“” 
x- t i 11 t 
FUFi 
p! (q-i)! m. 1 (r - 1 - i)! 11 
x KY(l) + D+)” 
m! ( y;;! j 
minh,r-1)+1 
+ 2 (-l)i c 4 ( E(1)q-i+1 j 
pT;T;ol P. (4 - 2. + 1Y 
2 / 
x (L,(l) + D+P+l F(l)'-" 
m. I i (r - i)! 1 
minb.r-l)+l 
+ g (-lP D+sz-l (ad fw) + D+) 
O.nZ>O 
a 
X- 
i i 
jJ( 1)&l 
1) 
&Y(l) + D+P F(l)‘-” = 
p! (q-i+l)! m! c (r - i)! 
r 
pm 
i 
g(l)~-~ (I&) + D,)” F(l)‘-” 
X(i-m)! (q-i)! 1 m. I i (r - i)! 1 
minh,r-I)+1 
(*) 
x (Lw + D,)” WY 
112. 1 i (r - i)! 1 
i 
jql)P-i+1 
(q-i++)! m 1 
min(n,r-i)+l i-l 
+ z1 (-1Y $, (ww) + D+) 
I t 
pm-1 
i 
q 1 y--i+1 
Lx (i-m-l)! (q-ii-l)!, i i 
(L,(l) + D,)" F(l)'-" 
m. I i 
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We consider two cases: 
Case (a). r>q+ 1;then 
min(q, r) = min(q + 1, Y) - 1, 
min(q, r - 1) + 1 = min(q + 1, r). 
Caie (b). r <q+ 1;then 
min(q, r) = min(q + 1, r), 
min(q, r - 1) + 1 = min(q + 1, r). 
We consider 
where we let m, i range over the following values: 
1 < i < min(q + 1, r) - 1, 
O\(m<i-1, in case (a). 
1 < i < min(q + 1, r), 
O,<m<i-1, in case (b). 
(7.12) 
Moreover, if we make the notational convention that a summand on the right 
of (7.11) is zero if it contains either a (strictly) negative power of fi or a (strictly) 
negative power of e(l), then Ai, is also defined for i = min(q + 1, r) = q + 1, 
0 < m < i - 1, in case (a), and in general then for 0 < i < min(q + 1, Y), 
0 < m < i. We note that 
- 
Aii = E(l) (t(!“i;! + i 
&1),4+1 
(q-i+ I)! =(q+l) 
&?( I)&+1 
(q-iif)! ’ (7e13) 
and in case (a) 
A - 0, 0+1,m m<q-I-1. (7.14) 
We have that (*) equals 
(**) -.L I min(a+i.d q+l go (-l)i i Ai, @H(l); D+)” ( y;, WE=0 2 . )I 
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in both cases (a) and (b). We are thus led to study the expression Ai, , 1 < i < 
min(q+l,r),O<m<i. 
We note first that on Sp, , we have 
D, = r? - Bad H(1). (7.15) 
Thus, substituting the right side of (7.15) for D, , in (7.11), we get 
fji-m 
Aim = ‘(I) (i _ m)! ( 
iq l)Q-i pn e( 1)9-i+l 
(4 _ i)! 1 + m ( (i-m)! (q-i+l)! 1 
+ (” + f ad H(l)) ( (i Tim: I)! ( (q:iYTi)! )) 
= E(1) (f-E)1 ( i(l$ ) 
(7.16) 
jql)Q-i+1 +iadtHtl))( (iTi?*)! ((p-i+l)!)) 
iji-m. - 
+ i (i - m)! ( (qTT1rT+l)! 1 
(note that this expression for A,, is valid even if i = m, or (in case (a)), if 
i = 4 + 1 (8(l) to a negative power, or fi to a negative power being set equal 
to zero). We need the following commutation formulas: 
(7.17) We regard ,$tr) , k > 1, D, and ad R(k) as operators on 9~. We have 
(a) ad H(K) $- = ad fW +A, 
@I kc) $ = L (-l>j (” ‘i - ‘) T Lg(k+j) , (y ---I)! Y >O,k> 1. 
We first prove (7.17)(a). Th us, if r = 0 there is nothing to prove. If Y = 1, 
we must show 
or 
ad H(K)6 = B ad H(lz) - k ad H(K + l), (7.18) 
[ad H(K), D] = --K ad H(k + 1). 
Since both sides of this equality define derivations of 3”) it suffices to check 
the equality, when each side is applied to an element E(C), (T > 0. This is a 
direct computation. 
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We now argue by induction on r. Thus, assume we have proved (7.17)(a), 
for some r 3 1. We then consider 
ad H(k) 
fir+1 
(r + I)! 
= -&- (ad H(k)a) $ 
=-&(DadH(k)-kadH(k+l))$, by (7.18) 
= -& /y (-1)j ((r + 1 -j) (” ‘I - lj 
j=O I 
d- k (” TJT I)) (r F;‘Ij.! ad H(k +j)/ 
=gq(k+;-*) m--J (r + 1 -j)! adH(k +a 
and this completes the induction, and hence the proof of (7.17)(a). 
For (7.17)(b), we again note the equality is clear for r = 0. For r = 1, we 
must show 
J&J&) = D-&w - kLm+l) 3 
and this is immediate from a direct computation. We then argue by induction 
on r, and the argument is step-by-step, exactly parallel to the argument in 
(7.17)(a). 
We now consider the first two terms in (7.16). We observe they may be written 
as 
Lf(l) (/;)! ( (f"':;! ) + ; ad H(1) 
jj-m-l 
( (i _ m _ I)! ($!y;)! 1) 
i-m = ;I (--1)’ w- 
(i - 711 -j)! 
(Jw ;m;wi ) 
iTTL1 Lj-m-j-l 
+k :Fy (-ly (i-m-j-l)l 
jq1)4-if1 
adW1 +A( (4-i+ 1)! 
1 
9 
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by (7.17) (for k = 1). This last expression equals 
i-m 
- k z (-1)j @‘-j (i - m -I)! 
ad H(j) ( (~E~l~~~t~), ) 
since this gives the first two terms of (7.16), we have 
Substituting this expression for Ai, into (**), we get 
which is the same as the right side of the equation in Lemma 7.5, for 4 + 1 
in place of 4. Thus we have completed the induction, and hence the proof of 
Lemma 7.5. 1 
Now using (7.7) and Lemma 7.8 to expand the right side of the equality in 
Lemma 7.5, then applying the isomorphism v and using the induction hypothesis 
preceeding (5.12), we obtain case 1 of Lemma 5.11(a), when C, = tap/p!, 
C, = &q/q!, a, b E d,(A), a + b E d,(A). In light of what we proved in Section 6, 
this completes the proof for case 1 of Lemma 5.11(a), given the induction 
hypothesis preceding (5.12). 
8. PROOF OF LEMMA 5.11(a) CONCLUDED 
In this section we shall be concerned with cases 3 and 6. We begin with case 6, 
and first reduce this case to a computation in the universal enveloping algebra 
of an (infinite-dimensional) Heisenberg Lie algebra. Thus, let odi,j C g(A) 
(i,j = I,..., I) denote the linear span of the elements 
EiCn)9 n>O in Z, 
Mm), m < 0 in Z, 
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Then fli,j is a subalgebra of g(J) an is isomorphic to an infinite-dimensional d 
Heisenberg Lie algebra. Thus, let W denote the Lie algebra spanned by the 
linearly independent vectors 
with the commutation relations 
W(n), W-41 = --6,,,nH,, n,mEZ-{0}, 
WL , H(n)1 = 0, all nEiZ -{O}. 
Then the linear isomorphism 
defined by the conditions 
WV4 = &'i(n), 12 > 0, 
= &(n), n < 0, 
Y(H,) = -A&, 
defines a Lie algebra isomorphism from H onto fioisj . We denote the induced 
isomorphism from %(W) onto %(W,,j) also by Y( = YJ. 
For each Y E iZ--{0}, we define a homomorphism q~,. : Y = 9(X1 ,..., X, ,...) --t 
@(W) by the conditions 
We set 
RW,J = Wmh m = 1, 2 ,.... . 
(see Section 5 for the definition of AJ. 
We now consider two positive integers r and s, and we write s/r in lowest 
terms 
s P -=--a r 4 
P, 4 > 0 (in Q, (P, 4) = 1. 
We set 
s Y rJ=-z-, 
P q 
where 0 is a positive integer. We then have 
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LEMMA 8.1. In S(W), we have 
min([(m+~)l~,l,th+i) InI) 
(8.2) 
zzz c 
k=l 
A,-k,(W)) (“1 +kk - l j fln-k,(W--s)), 
where n, m E Z, r, s E B, r, s > 0, and [t], t a nonnegative rational number, denotes 
the integral part of t. 
Before giving the proof of Lemma 8.1, we need some preparation. We let 
@*(O-U) C @&I) denote the commutative subalgebra generated by the H(Y), 
fr > 0. Thus e*(W) consist of polynomials (with complex coefficients) in the 
H(Y), -& > 0. Thus, if Q E S?*(H), we may define the formal partial derivatives 
aQ/aH(r), &tr > 0. We have the following identity: 
p wkwN 
aH(Pr) = h-,(H(r)), 
p b 1, YEZ-{O}. (8.3) 
We now prove (8.3). Indeed, it suffices to prove 
aAk (1 
P;ix,= k--D 1 P >, 1, 
and then apply q+ to both sides. We let 
D, : 9(X1 ,..*, x, )...) -+ Y(+Y, ,..., x, ,...) 
(8.3’) 
be the degree derivation defined by the conditions 
4(X,) = mx,, m 2 1. 
We now prove (8.3’) by induction on R. If k < --I, then both sides are zero. 
Assume that we have proved (8.3’) for 
-1 <k’k’k. 
Then, first taking p = 1, we have 
atl k+l -=- 
ax1 
(8.4) 1 =- k+2 nk+&+++ 1 1 P,VkN j. 
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By the chain rule 
= ,Fi Ak-o-&i1 ! 
by the induction hypothesis. Thus 
&- @+(A,)) = ‘T A,-,-lx’,,, > 
1 ll=l 
where we again use our induction hypothesis. Thus 
k+l 
= c ‘&,;kT, = &(A,) = (k + I)‘&. 
q=l 
Substituting this into (8.4), we obtain 
a4+1 - A, ) ~- 
ax1 
and we have completed the induction in k, when p = 1. 
Now assume p > 1; then 
Applying p(W&) to (W, and using the induction hypothesis, we get that 
and thus 
where we have again used the induction hypothesis. 
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This last expression equals 
and this completes the induction and the proof of (8.3’) (and hence of (8.3)). 
We are now ready to begin the proof of Lemma 8.1. If either n or m is < - 1, 
then both sides are zero, so we may assume n > 0, m >, 0. First, we assume 
m = 0, and n is arbitrary (but 3 0); then (8.2) becomes 
[4zW(-4, fv)l = 0, P > 1, 
=t 1 “7 L,(H(-4, 
(8.6) 
P = 1, 
where, if p = 1, we have 
cr = s, Y = sq. 
To prove (8.6), we first assume p = 1. Then 
PLW(-s)), WI1 
= a4Lv4 -4) 
aH( -4 sqff, = 4,(W--4) (‘7) 
by (8.3). 
Thus, we have proved (8.6) when p = 1. When p > 1, then since p is the 
smallest positive integer such that pr is a multiple of s, we have [A,(H(-s)), 
H(r)] = 0, and this proves (8.6). 
Assume now that we have proved (8.2) for m’ such that 0 < m’ < m, and 
consider 
Vn(H(-49 &+dH(rNl 
= [4(H(--4, &‘4n+Jl 
= ---&2[A(HW), GWm+JN 
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= m’ci [iln(Hw, p?r (,f &+1-uxu 11 > by (8.3’) and the chain rule, u=l 
= --L pm-~)), f 4n+1-,W(~)) Il(ar)] m+2 tL=l 
By the induction hypothesis, this equals 
= &]k;u$ 4n+1--u--kzM~)) (“’ +k” - ‘) [h-k@-4, fw)l 
= & ii0 El 4n+l--u--kDWN yL +k” - ‘) [4--kc?(W-4), fw)l 
But, by (8.3’) and the chain rule, we have 
g A&+1-k2--u& = Ql(fl ,+1-k,) = (Ifl + 2 - W~m+~-kn , 
u=l 
and substituting this into the last expression obtained in our above computation, 
we obtain 
&+I-u-kp(H(y)) cuHL +k” - ‘) FL-dH(--s)h f+r)l (8.7) 
+ f (m + 2 - &;p) &+l-kD,(Wy)) (uHL +k” - ‘) A-klI(fe-sN * 
k=l I 
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We now consider the bracket 
This is zero, unless ur is a multiple of s. But p is the smallest positive integer K 
such that kr is a multiple of s, and therefore the bracket (8.8) is zero unless p 
divides u; i.e., u = up, for some positive integer 7. In this case 
UP = rpr = rqs. 
If we set r” = ur and S = s, we have 
I S 
-7 ur =&=f, 
so l/rq is S/F in lowest terms. Thus, if we set fi = 1, 4” = rq, and C? = S/3 = 
s = pu, we have by (8.6) 
PLkQ(W--sN, fW1 = PaH,fl.-~~,,-,,(H(--s)), when u = rp. 
= 0, otherwise. 
Substituting these expressions for the bracket (8.8) into (8.7), we get 
* /go g1 4+1-m-k,(w)) (uHL +k”- ‘) P~H‘Lk,-w(H(-4) 
+ fJl (m + 2 - &) ~,+l-kp(Wr)) (“’ +k” - ‘) A-k&?-4)1 
= & / $ A,+l-kp(H(r)) (2 (uHL +T’ - ‘)) PuffA-dH(-S)) 
k-l S=O 
f gl (m + 2 - kp) Am+l-kp(H(r)) (“’ +k” - ‘) &-kdH(-‘))/. 
In a moment we shall verify 
puff, g (uHL +T’ - ‘) = pk (uHL +k” - ‘), (8.9) 
but, in the meantime, substituting (8.9) into our last expression, we obtain 
i l -&+,-,,(H(r)) (uHL +k” - ‘) ‘%-kdH(-s))* 
481/53/z-16 
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and this would complete the induction and the proof of (8.2). We are left with 
showing (8.9). Indeed, we consider the polynomial algebra Y(H) in a single 
indeterminant H, and then verify 
(8.10) 
We prove (8.10) by a straightforward induction on K. Thus if K = 1, then 
(8.10) is clear. Assume we have proved (8.10) for a given K > 1. Then 
f (H+:-‘)~=h(H+~-l)+~(H+~pl), 
7=0 
by our induction hypothesis 
and this proves (8.10) for K + 1, and hence, (8.10) for all K. Thus we obtain 
(8.9), and thus the proof of Lemma 8.1. [ 
If for i,j = l,..., I, we apply the isomorphism Yiej : %(W) -+ @(W,,$) to both 
sides of (8.2), we see that, given the inductive hypothesis preceding (5.12), we 
obtain case 6 of Lemma 5.11(a). We are only left with case 3, and then we shall 
have completely proved Lemma 5.1 l( a ) ( since, as we observed, in the other only 
remaining cases, cases 4 and 5, we have [C, , C,] = 0). 
Thus, to prove case 3 of Lemma 5.1 l(a), we consider the bracket [Qr , Qs], 
where 
wherep, q, Y, and j are integers such that p > 0, q > -1, Y f 0, andj = I,..., 1. 
First, we assume p = 1, so Q1 = [, , a E O,(A). Then Q2Q1 = A,(&(Y))~, , 
and we will now prove 
4#j(Y)>Lz = 2 (” + ; - ‘) Sa+?dL-kW)), (8.11) 
where 0 = a(?~~). 
We first note that [tj(r), E,] = ufa+T1 , by (vi) of Theorem 4.12. This yields 
(8.11) when q = 0. Now, assume we have proved (8.11) for 0 < q’ < q; then 
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1 
=- 
q-+1 
1 
zzz- 
4+1 
1 =- 
q+l 
by (8.3’) and the chain rule, 
by our observation that (8.11) is valid when q = 0, 
by the induction hypothesis, 
= -& !-f. (q - k + 1) (” + : - ‘) ‘ia+knAek(&)) 
+ f k (” + ; - ‘) ~a+kr,n,-k(&;.(r>> 3 by (8*10)* 
k=O I 
= f (” + ; - ‘) ta+knn,-k(&(r)), 
k=O 
and this completes the induction, and the proof of (8.11). 
Now let 4 be the subalgebra of @(g(A)) generated by the elements fa+k,.l 
where k > 0 ys an integer. Let W denote the left Y; submodule of @(g(A)) 
generated by the elements (1,(&(r)), q > -1 being anqnteger. If R(A,(&(r))) E 
a(@)) is defined by 
then (8.11) implies R(L$([~(Y)) E W. M oreover, we may extend R to an YCa- 
module homomorphism R : W--f W. 
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For each k 3 0 we define an Yfa-module homomorphism 
L,:W+W 
by the conditions 
L&l&j(r)) = i” + ; - ‘j E,+7cJ,-,(5&h P 3 -1, R 3 0. 
We then have, from (8.11), 
R = c L,. 
k>O 
We note that if W, C W is the Y;, submodule spanned by A-, ,..., A,, (A, = 
Ai(tj(r))) we then have (also from (8.11)) that R(W,) C W, , and 
u+1 
% =a R lw, = ZoLk. 
We note that the L,‘s commute among themselves. Thus 
Thus 
Now (8.12) and the inductive hypothesis preceding (5.12) immediately give 
case 3 of Lemma 5.1 l(a), provided deg Qr + deg Qa < s + 1. In Section 9 we 
shall complete the proof of Lemma .5.11(b) (we only need prove the second 
assertion of Lemma 5.11(b)), and thus, we will be able to obtain our inductive 
hypothesis preceding (5.12), for deg Q = s + 1, and thus obtain Lemma 5.11, 
and thus (5.10). Thus, to prove Theorem 5.8, we need only prove the second 
assertion of Lemma 5. I l(b)l. 
1 We wish to thank J. Tits for introducing the operators R, , and La , in the formulation 
of (8.12). 
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9. PROOF OF THE SECOND ASSERTION OF LEMMA 5.11(b)-THE COMPLETION 
OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 5.8 
We consider the algebra Y = Y(Xr ,..., X,, ,... ). We define algebra homo- 
morphisms A, : Y - Y, m > 1, by the conditions 
We set 
4&G) = &&%I). 
DEFINITION 9.1. By an Y-monomial in Y, we mean a product 
By the degree of such an Y-monomial we mean its degree as a polynomial 
(thus the above has degree jr + ... + js + s.) 
The Y-monomials form a basis over C of Y. Let Q be an index set for the 
Y-monomials, and let {~,},~o denote the set of Y-monomials. We shall prove 
LEMMA 9.2. We have 
z.e., A,A, is an integral linear combination of ,Y-‘-monomials where p, q > --I. 
We note that if we fix j = l,..., I and Y # 0 in Z, then YEu,l,,(p,) is a monomial 
(see Section 5, (5.5) and the paragraph preceeding Theorem 5.8) in @(g(A)) 
(regardless of the order we put on our Chevalley basis dj). Thus, if we apply 
the homomorphism !Pmu,,,, : Y-t ?@(g(A)) to both sides of (9.3), we obtain 
4&5(4) 4(&(r)) = . mte ra mear combination of monomials. g 1 1’ (9.4) 
Now 
is, by (9.4), also an integral linear combination of monomials. But this expression 
has degree at most p + q + 1, and hence is an integral linear combination of 
monomials of degree at most p + q + 1. This proves the second assertion of 
Lemma 5.11(b). Thus we are left with proving Lemma 9.2. 
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To prove Lemma 9.2 we consideri2,, the classical Cartan matrix corresponding 
to sl,(C): 
and we consider g(A,) and g(&. Letting 01~) 01~ denote the simple roots of 
g(A,) we consider the monomorphism Y,+ : Y --f @(g(As)), where of course 
We have proved (see (7.9)) that, in general, the elements /l,(&(r)) are in @z(a) 
for an (1 + 1) X (I + 1) affine Cartan matrix (p > -1, j = l,..., I, r # 0, in Z). 
Thus 
Thus (see Corollary to Lemmas 6.6 and 6.11, just after Lemma 6.11): 
am%%&) 4EdlM0” g&%)> C 0’ g&%), Y > 0 in Z. (9.5) 
Now we can write 
but with the a, in @. Of course, only finitely many of the a, are not zero. We 
wish to show that the a, are in Z. In light of (9.5), it suffices to prove 
Let Clcs) a,pl , a, E @ be a finite sum such that 
adtT) (~~,.l (,& am)) (0’ s&&N C 53” g&%), (9.6) 
for all Y > 0. Then the ais are in Z. 
We shall argue by induction on the number of nonzero a,‘s. To begin with, 
if all the a,‘s are zero, there is nothing to prove. We note that since Y+(p,) E 
ez(A”), we have 
a&+-) ylal,l(~~)(OT g&J) c 0’ a&% r > 0. (9.7) 
Assume we have proved (9.6) when there are k nonzero a,‘s (k 3 0). Now 
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assume there are k + 1 nonzero a,‘~ and choose I, , so that pro is a monomial 
p, of maximal degree such that a, # 0. Then write cl,0 out as 
deg pro = s +j, + ... +j, . 
In QdeguIo g(/&), we consider the element 
p = ((t-l @ I&,) @ ... @ (t-l @ E,,)) @ ... 0 ((t-” 0 JTaJ 0 ... 0 (t-” m%J). 
1 + jrltimes 
--.Y- 
1 + j,-times 
Then we consider the 
of 
0 dew o( 1 @ &J-component 
From qOqO , we get 
None of the other a,p, contribute, as either they do not have high enough degree 
or they have degree just barely high enough, but with the wrong distribution 
of Xj . But then, by the assumption of (9.6), we must have u,, EZ, since 
@*eg% (1 @ E,,) is a primitive element of @de@%&(&)). But CIEaa,p,- a+, 
has k nonzero ais and still satisfies the assumption of (9.6), thanks to (9.7), and 
our observation that alo EZ. Thus, by our induction hypothesis, all the q’s 
are in Z. This completes the proof of (9.6), and, as we observed, therefore 
completes the proof of Lemma 9.2. As we already observed, Lemma 9.2, 
however, implies the second assertion of Lemma 5.11(b). Thus, since this was 
the only step remaining, we have completely proved Theorem 5.8. 
Remark. This last argument is similar to the one in Lemma 6.13, in [9]. 
10. REPRESENTATION THEORY OF KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS 
We now take k to be an arbitrary field of characteristic zero and B to be an 
I x 2 symmetrizable Cartan matrix. We define the subalgebra u*(B) C g(B) by 
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We consider the extended algebra g” and the Abelian subalgebra 6’ c g” 
(so be = l,~ @ b). We let p’ = lj” @ u+(B) C g”(B), so p is a subalgebra of g”(B). 
We let 9’)e = @(p”) C @(g”(B)). N ex , t we introduce D = {A E (be)* 1 A(&) E Z, 
h(hJ > 0, i = l,..., I}. We call the elements of D dominant integra2 (linear 
functionals on be). 
For h ED, we define the one-dimensional, left pP-module M(h) by letting 
M(X) be a one-dimensional vector space over k, and defining the action of pe by 
h 0 v = X(h)v, h E lj”, v E M(A), 
fov -0, 5 E u’-(B), v E M(X). 
Of course, we may also regard M(X) as a left Be-module. We also have a right 
BE-module structure on %(g”(B)), namely, right multiplication by elements of .Yc. 
We define a left ge(B)-module 
VM(A) = %(g”(B)) 6&e M(h), 
where the left action of @(g”(B)) on VM(n) is just that induced by left multiplica- 
tion on @(g”(B)). 
We let C?- = @(u-(B)). Then, since g”(B) = u-(B) @ p”, we have by the 
PoincarC-Birkhoff-Witt theorem that multiplication induces a k-linear iso- 
morphism @(g”(B)) cv @- @ 9. Thus we have a natural linear isomorphism 
We digress, in order to introduce some general terminology. Modules will be 
left-modules unless specific mention is made to the contrary. Thus, if X is an 
be-module (for example, a g”- or pe-module regarded as an l+module by restric- 
tion), and if Y E (be)*, we let XV = {x E X 1 h . x = v(h)x, h E be}. If X,, # 0, 
then we call v a weight of X, and we call the nonzero elements of XV weight vectors 
with weight v (and XV the weight space corresponding to v). We call X a weight 
module if it is a direct sum of its weight spaces. 
As observed in [2], if t is an he-invariant subalgebra of Se(B), then the tensor 
algebra of t, and universal enveloping algebra of t, are weight modules, whose 
weights are in fact integral linear combinations of roots. 
We call a g”(B)-module X a highest weight module if it is an he-module, and 
if it is generated by a u-‘(B)-invariant vector x. We call x a highest weight vector, 
and note that x is uniquely determined up to a nonzero scalar and is indeed a 
weight vector. The corresponding weight will be called the highest weight of X, 
and the corresponding weight space (the k-span of 2) will be called the highest 
weight space of X. The highest weight space of X is then one-dimensional, 
and if h denotes the highest weight of X, then X is a weight module with finite- 
dimensional weight spaces, and all weights of X are of the form h - xi=, miai , 
mi E Z, mi > 0, i = l,..., 1. 
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As observed in [2, Proposition 3.21, we have the following 
PROPOSITION 10.1. For each h E D, the ge(B)-module V”lh) is a highest weight 
module with highest weight A, and highest weight vector 1 @ v,, , v,, # 0 in M(A). 
DEFINITION 10.2. A g&(B)-module X is called quasisimple (see [2, Section 61) 
if X is a highest weight module with highest weight vector x and if there exists 
n > 0 in Z, with fin . x = 0, i = I,..., 1. 
Now for h ED, we consider the highest weight module I/MC*‘. This module 
contains a largest submodule, not intersecting the highest weight space of 
V”(*) nontrivially. Let VA denote the quotient of V”cA) by this submodule. 
Remark. It is clear from the definition that VA is an irreducible ge(B)-module. 
LEMMA 10.3. For each h ED, the ge(B)-module VA is quasisimple. 
Proof. Clearly VA is a highest weight module, and we let v0 denote a fixed 
highest weight vector of VA. We let ti , i = l,..., 1, denote the three-dimensional 
subalgebra of g”(B) spanned by ei , fi , and hi . Then ti is isomorphic to sl,(k), 
the Lie algebra of 2 x 2, trace zero matrices, with coefficients in k. Let 
ni = h(hi), i = l,..., I (so ni >, 0, n, EZ). Then for fixed i = l,..., I, the re- 
presentation theory of s&(k) = fi implies that ei (f :<‘I . v,,) == 0. Moreover, 
the fact that [ej , fi] = 0 for j # i implies then that f qc+’ . u,, is u+(B)-invariant. 
Hence the ge(B)-submodule of VA generated by f ;,+I . v0 does not intersect 
the highest weight space of VA. But then, by definition of VA, this submodule 
must be zero, and thus f yi+’ . v,, = 0, i = l,..., 1. Thus, if we take n = maxi 
(ni + 1), then fin . v,, = 0, i = 1 ,..., I, and so VA is quasisimple. a 
Remark. VA, as defined above, coincides with Xii, , as used in Proposition 
6.2 of [2]. Indeed, by the remark following Proposition 6.2 of [2], we have that 
VA also equals X&,, , as defined in [2, Proposition 6.21. 
LEMMA 10.4. Let h ED; then for all v E VA there exists a positive integer r 
(depending on v) such that 
eir 0 v = fir 0 v = 0, i = I,..., 1. (10.5) 
Proof. Since VA is a direct sum of its weight spaces, it suffices to prove (10.5) 
for a weight p and a weight vector v E V U’. As we noted in our discussion just 
prior to Proposition 10.1, p is of the form TV = h - cf=, miai , mi >, 0 in Z. 
2 It is known that a quasisimple module is simple, by a result of Kac (see [2, p. 61, the 
remark preceding Proposition 6.3; 5(b), Corollary]). However, Kac has shown that the 
converse is not true (see Kac, Infinite-dimensional algebras, Dedekind T-function, 
classical MGbius function and the very strange formula, M.I.T. preprint, Proposition 2.4). 
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We set C@(P) (called the depth of p) equal to Ci=, mi , and we argue by induction 
on d&). Thus if C@(F) = 0, then p = X is the highest weight, and (10.5) 
follows from Lemma 10.3, which asserts the module VA is quasisimple. Assume 
we have proved (10.5) for ZI G VMA, with 0 < dp(p) < K, and now assume &J(P) = 
k + 1. Then we may assume z’ is of the form 
where v,, is a highest weight vector. Also, by induction, we may assume there 
exists a positive integer r such that 
fi’(fi, ‘.. fi, . 4 = 0, (10.6) 
i = l,..., 1. Now if j = i, , we have 
fi’ . v = f::‘(ff, ... fi, . vo) = 0, 
by (10.6). Ifj # is , we consider the sequence of elements in g(B): 
To = fi” 1 ~1 = adfj(fi,,),..., vt = Wf# (ho), 
where t is the largest integer such that (adfj)t(fi,) # 0. We now prove that for 
each integer q = 0, I,..., t, and for each integer p >, 0, we can find an integer 
v 3 0 so that 
fj”F* = Kfjv, (10.7) 
for some K E @(u-(B)). If q = t, then, by assumption, vt = P)~ commutes 
with fj , and we set K = P)~ . We then prove (10.7) by induction on t - q. 
Assume we have proved (10.7) for all q’ with (T > t - q’ 3 0 (and we may 
assume u < t, or else we are done). Thus, in particular, if 0 = t - q, q > 0, 
then we must show that for all p’ > 0, we can find V’ > 0 so that 
f;‘yq-l = dfi”‘, (10.8) 
for some K’ E %(u-(B)). Indeed this is obvious for p’ = 0. Assume we have 
proved (10.8) for some p’ > 0, and choose an integer 0 > 0 so that 
fj” . y’a = qy’+l, K” E qu-(B)) 
(this we can do because we have assumed we can prove (10.7) for 4). Then, 
enlarging D if necessary, we may also assume 
f,” . ynwl = Kflfjn’, K”’ E qu-(B)) 
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(this we can do since we have assumed we can prove (10.8) for p’). Then, we have 
We have thus proved (10.8) for all p’ > 0, and this completes our inductive 
argument for (10.7), so we have (10.7) is true for all q, 0 < q < t. In particular, 
(10.7) is true for q = 0, so we have: For each p > 0, we can find v 3 0 so 
that fjUfi, = off”, K E @(u-(B)). 
But now, if we take p = r, we have 
= 4.L, -.. fi, . vo 
= 0 by (10.6). 
We can then find an integer r’ > 0 so that 
fS' '21 =o, j = l,..., 1, 
and this proves (10.5) for v E V,, , h dp(p) = k + 1, and for the elements fi . 
The assertion in (10.5) for the elements ei is clear by the description of the 
weights of VA (see the discussion just preceding Proposition 10.1). Thus we 
have completely proved Lemma 10.4. 1 
Remarks. Lemma 10.4 allows us to introduce formal exponentials exp(se,), 
exp(sfJ E Aut( VA), s E k, i = I ,..., 1. This will allow us to introduce Chevalley 
groups in Part II. 
We also mention that Lemma 10.4 and its proof are adopted from the known 
facts and arguments in the classical semisimple theory (see, e.g., [4, Lemma 2, 
p. 2181). 
11. THE INTEGRAL STRUCTURE ON VA 
We now return to the case when B is the (1 x 1) x (I + 1) affine Cartan 
matrix A associated with the classical Cartan matrix A. We also take k = C, 
in the remainder of this paper. We let %x% !Z %!‘a: denote the integral subalgebra 
generated by the elements Ea*/p!, a E d ,,*(A), p 3 0 and the elements A,(&@)), 
q > -1,j = 1 I -&tr > 0. We let @zo C a, denote the subalgebra generated 
‘“2 ’ by the elements (J, m > 0, i = l,..,, 1 + 1. Since Theorem 5.8 is valid for any 
simple order on the Chevalley basis @, we may choose our order so that the 
elements in @ n u-(A) come first, then come the elements in @ n h, and last 
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come the elements in Q, n u+(a). Then we see, when we use this particular 
order on @, that Theorem 5.8 implies 
(I 1.1) 
i.e., every element of Ua’2/, is an integral linear combination of elements u~uOuA, 
u* E ez*, lP E tieno. 
DEFINITION 11.2. By an admissible basis of VA, h E D, we will mean a basis Q 
of VA over @ such that Q == Uuzweightof V A (Q n I/,“). If Q is an admissible basis 
of VA, then we set J2, =- Q n VuA, p E (fj@)*. 
THEOREM 11.3. For each X ED, the @(A)-module VA has an admissible basis Q, 
such that if Vzn denotes the Z-span of Q, then VzA is invariant under ez . 
For the proof of this theorem we need a preliminary lemma: 
LEMMA 11.4. Let vO E VnA be a highest weight vector and let u E Qz . Let Q be 
an admissible basis of VA, with J2, = (vJ. Then the v,-component of u wO , 
relative to Q, is nv, , n E Z. 
Proof. We note this lemma is an exact analogue of Lemma 12 in [9, p. 161. 
Indeed the proof in the present case is the same as in [9]. Thus, if we let 
GYa* C en* denote the integral span of monomials in “Pz* of strictly positive 
degree, then Theorem 5.8 implies 
But ez+ . v,, = 0, ez-@%, v,, C UufA VuA, and thus there exists an element 
un E +Yzo such that the a,-component of u o q, is the same as the v,-component 
of ~0 z+, . But, by definition of @zO, the element ~0 is an integral linear combina- 
tion of products of elements 
Thus, it suffices to show that 
is an integral multiple. But 
is indeed an integer, because h ED, and by definition of D, we have that h(hf) 
is a nonnegative integer. 1 
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We also digress here to mention the following from Steinberg [9, Lemma 13, 
p. 161. 
LEMMA 11.5. Let P E El+l, and let S C Z z+l be a finite subset such that P $ S. 
There exists a polynomial function f = f (h, ,..., h,,,) in 1 + 1 variabzes, such that 
(a) f (Pl) C H, 
(b) f(p) = 1, 
(4 f (8 = 0. 
Remark. By (a) and by Lemma 6.2 (with 1 + 1 in place of 2) we know that f 
is an integral linear combination of products 
We now prove Theorem 11.3. Our proof parallels (and is, modulo Theorem 
5.8, a direct adaptation of) the argument in [9, Corollary 1, p. 171. Thus, let 
MC VA denote the E-module 
M = @i,- . vO . 
We let M,, = M n Vu”, p E (be)*. Th en the Z-module M has a direct sum 
decomposition M = &++* MU. For each weight, p of VA, we let fi,, be a 
Z-basis of MU (which is a finitely generated, torsion-free, Z-module). We let 
a = Uu=weightof VA Qu 7 and we wish to show that Theorem 11.3 holds for 
Q = G. We must prove three things: First, that the elements of a span VA. 
Second, that M is @‘,-invariant; third, that the elements of Q are linearly in- 
dependent over @. 
Now we have VA = @(g(A)) . v,, . Also, (11.1) implies M = 4Yz . vO . 
Thus M is az-invariant and, moreover, since gz spans @(g(A)) over C, we see M 
spans VA over @. Thus we have proved our first two assertions, and we need 
only prove the elements of a are linearly independent over C. 
First, we show that if co1 ,..., v, E M, vr # 0 and if Ci=r cjvj = 0, cj E C, then 
there exist integers ni E H, j = I,..., r, with n, # 0, such that 
$ vi = 0. (11.6) 
Thus, choose ii E az such that the V,A-component of 6 0 vr is not zero (this is 
possible, since otherwise v1 would generate a nontrivial submodule of VA which 
did not intersect the highest weight space, and by definition of VA, this is 
impossible). Now, thanks to Lemma 11.4, the V,A-component of li: o vj is 
njvo , nj E Z. 
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Applying Zz to x:j’=, cjvj = 0, we obtain 
il cj(c . Vj) = 0, 
and since the V,,A-component of the left side is zero, we have (11.6), where 
n, # 0 since we chose G so that 5 . vr has nonzero V,A-component. This proves 
our preliminary assertion. 
Now we prove that any finite subset of M which is linearly independent over Z 
is linearly independent over @. This will prove the elements of fi are linearly 
independent over @, and hence prove Theorem 11.3. So assume our assertion 
is false, and let r > 0 be minimal such that there exist elements vu1 ,..., v, in M 
which are linearly independent over Z, but not over @. Suppose Cj’=, cjvi = 0, 
cj E Cc, with not all the cj = 0. Then, by the minimality of I, we have ci # 0, 
j = l,..., Y. By our preliminary assertion, there exist integers ni E H, j = I,..., r, 
with n, # 0, and such that z:j’=r cjnj = 0. Thus 
But the elements {~~}~,a,...,. , where vi = n,vj - njvul , are in M and are linearly 
independent over Z. Since all the cj’s are different from zero, we have found a 
nontrivial dependency relation over C, among the vj . This contradicts the 
minimality of r (note Y would have to be at least 2, so r - 1 > 1) and thus we 
obtain Theorem 11.3. 
Remarks. Note that when we take Sz = 0, then VzA = M. We call Vz6”, as 
in Theorem 11.3, a Chevalley lattice of VA. 
We conclude this section by noting that using Lemmas 6.2 and 11.5, and arguing 
exactly as in [9, part (b) of Corollary 1, p. 171, we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 11.7. Let M C VA be an additive subgroup, let Mu = Vua n M, 
for p a weight of V*, and assume M is 42/,-invariant. Then 
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12. THE EXISTENCE OF A COHERENT HERMITIAN STRUCTURE ON VA 
In Definition 6.5, we introduced the Z-form g,(a) of g(a) (g,(A) being an 
integral subalgebra) and in Theorem 11.3 we proved that VA contains a g,(A)- 
invariant lattice VzA-indeed, we showed VaA was ez(A”)-invariant. Now in 
Section 4, we found a “compact form” f(A) of g(m), and we now prove that VA 
admits a @)-invariant, positive-definite, Hermitian structure. More precisely, 
we have: 
THEOREM 12.1. There exists a positive-de$nite, Hermitian inner product {,} 
on VA, and a Chevalley lattice VzA in VA, such that 
(i) for vu1 , vz E V, k E f(J)), we have 
{k * VI ) v2} = -{vu1 , k - vz}; 
i.e., we have that each k E t(d) is skew Hermitian, relative to {,}. 
(ii) For m, , m2 E VzA, we have 
h 3 m,} E Z. 
(iii) If p # p’ are two distinct weights of VA, then VuA and Vu’, are orthogonal 
with respect to {,}. 
The proof of Theorem 12.1 will be based on the existence of a Casimir 
operator introduced by Kac (see Kac [5(b)] and Garland-Lepowsky [2]). Thus, 
recall from Section 1 that we have an invariant, symmetric bilinear form 7(,) 
on g(d), and that 7(,) indeces a nondegenerate bilinear pairing between ga and 
gma, for a E O(A). 
For each a E d+(A”) we fix a basis s, ,..., s, of ga, and let t, ,..., t, E g-a be 
the dual basis defined by the conditions: 
T(Si ) tj) = liij ) i,j= 1 ,..., m 
(of course m = 1 if a is real and m = 2 if a is imaginary). We set 
It is easy to see that w, does not depend on the choice of the basis s1 ,..., s, 
(see [2, p. 551). Now w, defines an element of End(P), which we still denote 
by ma. We note that for v E VA, we have ma . v = 0, except for at most finitely 
many a E d+(x). Thus 
r,=2 c w, 
aed+ 
is a well-defined element of End(VA). 
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Next, we fix an element p E (be)* such that 
P(h) = 1, i = l,..., z+ 1. 
We recall that in Section 1, we defined a W-invariant, symmetric, bilinear form 
a(,) on (be)* such that u(X, a) = h(hh), h E (he)*, a E R. We define r, E End(VA) 
by the conditions 
r,(v) = “(P + CL, P + Pb, v E V,A. 
We then set TV = r, + r, , and note 
LEMMA 12.2. For all x E ge(a) and for all v E VA, we have 
r”(x . v) = x * (TV(V)). (12.3) 
For the proof of this lemma, see [2, Proposition 4.21. 
Before proving Theorem 12.1, we must relate rV to f(a). Thus, let q = 
,@) ‘df. d=if(J)>, so ,@) IS a real subspace of g(A) and we have the (real) 
direct sum decomposition 
g(A) = q 0 d-1 q. 
we let * denote conjugation with respect to q. Thus if x = q1 + d/‘=I us, 
a , qz E q, we let 
x* - -df 41 - d--1 42 * 
Recall that in g(d), we chose a(,) on (be)* so that u(ui , aj) = (CQ , CQ), i, 
j = l,..., I + 1. This, in turn, gives rise to a particular choice of T(,) on g(A). 
We have 
LEMMA 12.4. For each a E A+(a), we may choose the basis s1 ,..., s, of ga so that 
St? = ti , i = l,..., 712. 
Proof. First, we consider the case when a E A,,+(d). Thus 
a = a(a) + nt, n>O, ~IEA(A), 
and (see the proof of Lemma 4.6) 
(12.5) 
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We set 
and then note that (12.5) implies 
Thus we may take our dual bases of ga and gma to be [a and [--, , respectively. 
Now, by (4.18), we have 
d-=I& - E-a) E 9, 
la + E.-a E 9. 
It follows that 
and this proves Lemma 12.4, when a E d,,+(J). 
Next, assume a E Al,+ is a positive, imaginary root (see Definition 2.3). 
Thus a = no, n > 0 in Z, and for gha we have a basis 
&tn) = t*s 0 HI ,...) &(Lt?z) = t*n @Hz 
(see Definition 4.1 and the preceding remarks). We have also seen (in Section 1) 
that if a E A(A) and x1 E g”, xa E g-@, then 
[XI , 4 = +1 3 %)% . (12.7) 
On the other hand, we have (see, e.g., (4.1 I)): 
(12.8) 
and comparing (12.7) and (12.8), we see 
T(tn 0 HLd, t-” OH&) = (H& , H;J, i, j = 1 >*a*, z, 
and hence 
r(tn OH, t-” on) = (H, I?), H, f? E I@). (12.9) 
We let ljn(A) = ljn denote the R-span of HI ,..., H, in b(A), and recall that the 
Killing form on lj, (= the form (,) restricted to b,) is positive-definite. We let 
481/53/2-17 
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RI ,... , ii, denote an orthonormal basis of ljR , with respect to the Killing form, 
(,). Then (12.9) implies 
T(P @ I& , trn @ iij) = sij ) 
On the other hand, (4.18) implies 
1 ‘--l(P @ Ai - t-11 @ I&) E q, 
(P &I ITi + t-n @F&i) E q, 
It follows that 
(P @z&i,* = t-n @IF&, 
(t-” @ zQ* = t” @ITi , ix 
i,j= 1 ,..., 1. 
i-l 1. >.‘., 
l)...) 1, nEZ+. x 
If we take a = m, n E Z+, si = tn @i??? , i = l,..., 1, then we see that ti = 
t-" @I& , i = l,..., 1, and 
si* = ti , i = l,..., 2. 
Thus we have proved Lemma 12.4 when a E d,,+(A). Since we have already 
proved the lemma when a is a Weyl root, our proof of Lemma 12.4 is complete. 1 
We are now ready to begin the proof of Theorem 12.1. Our first step is to 
prove that : 
(12.10) Let {,} be a Hermitian inner product on VA such that (i) and (iii) of 
Theorem 12.1 hold. Also, assume there exists a nonzero vector co0 E ViA such 
that (u,, , E,,} > 0. Then {,} is positive-definite. 
To prove (12. IO), we first note that by (iii), it suffices to prove {,} is positive- 
definite on VoA, for each weight CL. We shall argue by induction on u’j+), noting 
that if dp(p) = 0, we have the desired conclusion from our assumption that 
{q, , q,> > 0. Assume then that we have proved (12.10) for every weight TV of VA, 
with C+(P) < k, with k 3 0 some fixed nonnegative integer. Now let p be a 
weight of VA, with C+(F) = k + 1. Also, let v E VUA, v # 0. Now for any element 
w of VA, we have that for some X E %(ge(a)), w = X. q, , and hence 
T,(w) = x . Tv(vo) = x . rz(vo), 
since v0 is a highest weight vector. But 
x * r&J,) = “(P + A, p + A) x . vo , 
and hence 
r,(w) = “(P + A p + qw, w E VA. (12.11) 
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On the other hand, we consider our element u in VUA, and we consider then 
Now, as we noted earlier, w, does not depend on our choice of the basis 
Sl )... , s, E ga. Moreover, by Lemma 12.4, we may then assume this basis is 
chosen so that ST = ti , i = I,..., m. Also, we note that (i) of Theorem 12.1 
implies 
Thus 
{.!Y .Vl, %> = {VI 3 g* . u,>, 3, 592 E VA, g E g(4. (12.13) 
= il {sj * ZI, ti” * v}, by (12.13) 
. u, sj . u} > 0. (12.14) 
Since each sj . z, is either 0 or is in a weight space Vi, , with dj+‘) < k, the last 
inequality follows from our induction hypothesis. In particular, we have 
h&4, 4 3 0, a Ed+(X). (12.15) 
Moreover, since o # 0, we must have 
for some a E d+(A). (12.16) 
Otherwise {wa(v), V} = 0 for all a E d+(d), and then (12.14) implies g . z, = 0, 
for all g E u+(A). But this is impossible, since z, is not in V,A. 
But now we have from (12.12) (12.15), and (12.16): 
But then, from this and (12.1 l), we have 
Thus, (12.10) will be proved if we can show 
“(P + 4 P + A) > “(P + IL, p + p), (12.17) 
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for every weight p of VA, with p # A. But from Propositions 2.13 and 6.1 
in ([2, pp. 52 and 60, respectively]), we have that 
and equality will hold, if and only if there exists an element w E IV, such that 
w(p + P) = x + P, 
and hence w(p) = p. 
But then Corollary 2.6, in [2], implies w is the identity and, hence, X = CL. 
But in the case under consideration, we have h # CL, and hence we obtain (12.17). 
This concludes the proof of (12.10). Thus, to prove Theorem 12.1, it suffices 
to prove the existence of a Hermitian form {,}, on VA, such that (i), (ii), and (iii) 
of Theorem 12.1 hold, and such that {v,, , v,,} > 0, for some ws # 0 in 7~~“. 
In order to define the desired Hermitian inner product on VA, we must 
suitably extend our conjugate linear map, *, on g(A), to a map of @(g(A)) (also 
denoted by *). We first note that 
kT > dl = kz 9 g,l”, ‘rl > 82 E cm (12.18) 
Indeed (12.18) follows easily from the definition of * and from the fact that 
I(A) is a real subalgebra of g(a). W e now define a conjugate-linear antiauto- 
morphism * of the tensor algebra T(g(A”)) by 
(81 0 ..’ og,)* = g; 0 **- og: > g, ,**-, g E g(J). 
Thanks to (12.18), this antiautomorphism of T(g(A)) induces an antiauto- 
morphism of @(g(A)), which we still denote by *. Now let 4+ C @(g(a)) denote 
the subalgebra generated by u+(A”). Let So C %!(g(A)) denote the subalgebra 
generated by h, ,..., hl+, . Then the PoincarC-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies 
that multiplication induces a linear isomorphism 
onto @(g(A)). In particular, we have a projection defined 
P : *(g(A)) --j @“. 
We note that V’ is the polynomial algebra in h, ,..., hr,, . If yi , ys E &(g(&), 
we let 
(Yl > r%> = P(Y$Yl)(~). (12.19) 
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We also let 
We will now show that 
(~+m~,~~+m~) = GJ~~YA ml,m2EJA. (12.20) 
Indeed, since (yl , yz) is additive in y1 and in ys , it will suffice to prove that 
(yr , ya) = 0 if either y1 E A, or yz E dn . 
First assume y1 E An . Then yzyr E A’,+ , and in this case it suffices to show 
that P(y)(X) = 0 for y E &A . But if we fix a nonzero element v0 E V,,ThA, then 
Y * vo = P(Y)(h) vo + v’, 
where 
v’ E LI Vu? 
U#A 
u=weightof VA 
since y + v. = 0, we must therefore have P(y)(h) = 0. 
Next, we note that 
P(Y)* = P(Y”), 
(12.21) 
(Y:Yl)* = YTY2 2 Yl ) Y2 Y Y E I’. 
The second equality follows from the fact that * is an involutive antiauto- 
morphism of @(g(a)). The first equality follows from the facts that 
p2*>* = %F, 
(@‘“)” = w. 
Thus 
(Yl > Y2) = p(Y;Ylm 
= vYTY2)* (47 by (12.21) 
= P(Y,* Y2W) = (Y2 7 Ylh Yl 7 Y2 E %l(4>; 
that is, 
(Yl > Y2) = <Y2 , Yl>, Yl ) Yz E @‘(C&o. (12.22) 
Thus, if y2 E &A , then 
(Yl I Y2> = (Y2 9 Yl> = 0, 
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and we thus obtain (12.20). But VA = @(g’(A))) I TJ,, = %(g(A)) q, . Let 
r+ , ~a E VA, with vi = yi . q, , yi E %(g(A)), i =: 1, 2. Then (12.20) implies that 
(yl , yz) = <y; , yk) if zli = r; q, , r; E @(g(a)), i = 1, 2. Thus, if we set 
h , 4 == (Yl , r%,, 
then {zlr , ~a> is well defined. Moreover it is linear in the first variable since 
(,> is linear in the first variable. Also {zlr , q,} = {~a, or}, by (12.22). Also 
{vo 3 q,} = P(l)(h) = 1 > 0, and so (,} defines a Hermitian inner product on VA 
such that {v,, , v,,} = 1. Moreover, we now show that {,> satisfies conditions (i) 
and (iii) of Theorem 12.1. 
Indeed, if vi = yi . v0 , yi E @(g(a)), i = 1, 2, then for k E I(A), 
= <n , k*y,) = (~1 , -kyz) 
= -(vl , k . v2}. 
This proves that {,} satisfies (i) of Theorem 12.1. Next, assume or E VUA, va E V,’ , 
P f CL’. 
Now @(g(a)) is a weight-module for lj”, and if p7, v’ E (be)*, then 
f&J p IQWH, = 0, for all q~ # 0. But if we have p = X - vr , p’ = X - pa, 
then vi = yi . v,, , yi E @(g(A))-,i , i = 1,2. Thus 
h ) 4 = Q&4(4, 
Then P(&J = 0, so {vr , va> = 0 and we see {,} also satisfies condition (iii) 
of Theorem 12.1. 
Thus (12.10) implies {,} is positive-definite. Finally, in order to complete the 
proof of Theorem 12.1, we must show that there exists a Chevalley lattice 
V,A in VA such that (ii) of Theorem 12.1 holds for our choice of {,> and VzA. 
Now Theorem 5.8 implies that multiplication induces an isomorphism 
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onto %!,(A). Thus, we may define a projection Pz : @!,(a) -+ ezo, such that 
the diagram 
+w) - I 
lPR lp %RO -----+ GYO, 
is commutative (the horizontal maps are simply the injections). But, then, if we 
choose VzA = @x(A) * v. (this is a Chevalley lattice, as we saw in Section ll), 
then if m, , mz E VzA, we must have 
mi = yi . u. , yi E 4&(A), i = 1, 2. 
Thus 
{ml , 4 = W,*YJ(~. 
But since (tap/p!)* = [s/p!, a Ed,@), p 3 0 in Z, we have @g = 9,. 
Thus y& E ax . Thus, P(y&) = P&y,) E %r”. Thus 
PGYd(4 E 5 
and this proves (ii) of Theorem 12.1. Thus Theorem 12.1 is completely proved. 
APPENDIX 
Our purpose in this appendix is to prove that the elements (li E 9’ = 
9(X1 ,..., x, ,...) are a sequence of divided powers (see (A.4), below). 
We let a denote the Lie algebra over @ spanned by linearly independent 
elements XI ,..., X,,, ,..., and D, , with brackets 
[Xi, 41 = 0, all i, j, 
[D, , Xi1 = ix,+1 , i=l ,***, m,.... 
The subalgebra of %(a), the universal enveloping algebra of a, generated by 
the Xi , is just Y = 9(X, ,..., X, ,... ), the polynomial algebra in XI ,..., X, ,..., 
with coefficients in @. Exactly as we proved Lemma 5.2, we obtain the following 
identity in &(a): 
(A-1) (D+ ; x1y = $-” A,-, (yy)! . 
We consider the diagonal map 
A : %(a) + %(a) @ %(a) 
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defined by 
d(X)= 1 @x+x@l, XE a. 
We have 
O(Xj/j!) = c $s$, 
7+a=j 
O.T>O 
for all X E a. Applying this to X = D, + X, , we have 
(A-2) d((D+ + X$/j!) = C 
opr=j 
(D+ ; x1’ @ (D+ ; x1)T . 
U.T>O 
On the other hand, from (A.l), we have 
(A.3) d((D+ + -W/j!) = i &&-Jd ( cjDT;,! . 
q=o 1 
Applying (A.l) to the right side of (A.2), we obtain that the right side of (A.2) is 
equal to 
c 4-l 0 4-l 3 
l7+r=j 
U>O.T>O 
mod the ideal $in %(a) @ %(a) generated by 1 @ D, and D, 0 1. 
On the other hand (A.3) . rm pl ies d((D+ + X$/j!) is equal to d(&r) mod J? 
Hence, thanks to the PoincarbBirkhoff-Witt theorem 
and this proves the /ij are a sequence of divided powers (strictly speaking, we 
should best relabel the fl’s-say define II; = /l-r , for all]). 
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